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Partitioned Exam Task Force (PETF) 
FINAL REPORT 

November 9, 1990 

EXECUTIVE 8UEEARY 

PETF deliberations have resulted in four 
recommendations which would require board action and ten 
observations which merit board attention. These items are 
set forth in the executive summary and discussion sections. 
Other recommendations and observations which are within the 
authority of standing committees are set out in detailed 
sections of this report. While the PETF unanimously agrees 
that broad based partitioning is not feasible at the present 
time and that some segments of the syllabus should remain 
unchanged in the foreseeable future, history demonstrates 
that evolutionary changes are necessary and we believe that 
controlled changes are possible. 

In the course of our work, we have held three meetings, 
conducted analysis of member comments, prepared, 
administered and analyzed a student survey, prepared a 
history of the CAS syllabus, generated various public 
communications, obtained reactions from the Syllabus and 
Examination Committees and conducted a host of projects 
internal to the PETF. Our consensus recommendations are 
that the CAS board of directors should: 

1. Require a eyetenatia study of performance 
by sub-part prior to every partitioning and 
syllabus reorganiaation decision (9 yes/O no). 

2. Charge the VP Administration (CAB office) 
with collecting and reporting demographic 
information which may be related to exam 
performance (9 yes/O no). 

3. Bubject to the appropriate study, 
partition part 4 into 4A (interest and life 
contingencies) and 4B (credibility theory and loss 
distributions) (7 yes/2 no). 

4. Not partition, at this time, beyond part 4 
(9 yes/O no). 

Part 4 lends itself to partitioning because the subject 
matters are distinct and the minimum competency feature 
instituted in 1989 has required the Examination Committee to 
scrutinize sub-part performance. Both prospective 
partitions have been analyzed in much the same way 
performance for whole exam units is analyzed. We believe 
that part 4 grading records and analysis provide the basis 
for systematic study of part 4 performance by the 
Examination Committee which will confirm that partitioning 
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can be done in a controlled manner without material effects 
on ACAS/FCAS quality or travel time. Further, since part 4A 
subject matter is distinct from that of part 4B, separate 
administration of the two will not reduce the comprehension, 
application, analysis, synthesis or evaluation skills 
required to pass under the 1990 syllabus. One might expect 
less recall would be required of candidates attempting only 
one partition, but question construction can be used to test 
that by bringing in presumed knowledge from prior exams 
provided the syllabus specifies prerequisites. Also, memory 
skills are not all exam specific and should be sufficiently 
tested in a casualty actuarial context so long as the broad 
areas which generally define casualty actuaries continue as 
single, larger exams. 

It should be noted that the decision to offer part 4B 
separately starting in 1992 was a major factor in PETF 
voting. We did not vote absent awareness of that decision, 
but it was clear from our discussion that recommendation #3 
would have been in jeopardy without it and some members 
would have felt strongly enough to offer a dissenting 
report. 

Prospects to support similar assertions for other exams 
are not as good for a variety of reasons. While future 
changes are inevitable, and some are sure to have 
partitioning features, no other exam has cleanly divided 
subject matter and a recent history of passing standards 
based on sub-parts of a whole exam. Therefore, we see no 
immediate prospects for partitioning beyond part 4 in a 
controlled manner which addresses all the additional 
considerations for implementation itemized by the Education 
Policy Committee in 1988 and the concerns expressed by 
members and students since March, 1989. Convictions on this 
issue are strong and diverse enough that some members 
advocate making recommendation #4 our #l recommendation. 

The forthcoming part 5 two year transition, which moves 
exposures, coverages, underwriting, marketing and claim 
functions to 38 and adds part 5B, finance, as a separate 
subject, temporarily introduces features to part 5 which are 
similar to the present part 4. However, transition 
candidates are unique, finance is new subject matter to the 
Examination Committee and there are no permanent part 5 
minimum standards. Further, the PETF is not aware of any 
current jurisdictional pressure on part 5, or any other 
exam, similar to that focussed on part 4 by the Canadian 
Institute of Actuaries and the Society of Actuaries. 
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From a longer term perspective, the factors which led 
us to make recommendations #l, #2 and X4 made us inclined to 
avoid specific recommendations unique to part 5. However, 
reaction to the first draft of our report requesting 
specificity generated report drafting correspondence which 
clearly documents PETF opposition to partitioning part 5. 
Four PETF members (including the chairman) offer qualified 
support for partitioning part 5 when the CAS is better 
prepared to make a good decision. All other PETF members 
are apposed to partitioning part 5 in the foreseeable 
future. 

A number of perceptions were formed or reinforced in 
the course of our deliberations. Upon reflection, most do 
not seem surprising. However, the significance of each is 
evolving and needs to be thrust into the conscious thought 
of CAS management and admissions committees. 

1. Travel time is inareasing. 

2. The body of knowledge reflected in the syllabus 
is growing. 

3. Efficiency of learning materials is increasing, 
but does not compensate for growth in the body of 
knowledge. 

4. The CA8 has very little information to describe 
and track candidates in terms of overall exam success. 

6. The CM has no data on the demographic 
characteristics of candidates. 

6. Borne other professions gather and distribute 
data on demographic characteristics of their 
examination candidates. 

7. Technical and political demands on the CA8 
educational system are becoming more complex. 

8. Expansion, reorganiaation and transition 
partitionings have taken place with regularity over the 
years. 

9. There will be aontinuing pressure for common 
areas of study which will be redundant between 
actuarial and possibly other professions. This is born 
out by the fact that waiver situations are becoming 
more frequent. 

10. Increasing numbers of candidates strain 
existing voluntary Examination Committees. 
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In preparation for future changes, admissions 
committees should concentrate on understanding how growth in 

the body of knowledge, efficiency of learning materials, 
difficulty of exams, preparedness of students, employer 
study programs and other factors, including the demographic 
features of our student population, influence exam 
performance. Substantially more sophisticated information 
is necessary for our Syllabus and Examination Committees to 
grapple with increasingly complex demands being placed upon 
them. Natural evolution has generated exam blue-prints, 
benchmark questions and statistical analysis of exam 
results. This needs to continue and should be supplemented 
by demographic information which can be correlated with exam 
results and exam exit surveys. Then, travel time and other 
exam format or administration issues can be dealt with more 
easily by standing committees without task force attention. 

So that CAS public constituencies can understand and 
accept our examination process, pertinent exam performance 
summaries and analysis should be made available to members, 
students, employers, educators and prospective students. 
Some illustrations of how this would facilitate more 
informed career planning decisions and better exam progress 
evaluations are as follows: 

0 Students could use exam statistics broken down by 
study effort, exam load and pre-exam work 
experience to make study plans. 

0 Employers could use exam statistics by type of 
employer, company study time, monetary incentive, 
exam load, work experience, undergraduate major, 
graduate course of study, academic record, type of 
college or university, and other professional 
credentials to make recruiting decisions and 
understand performance. 

0 Educators and prospective students could use 
information regarding courses of study and levels 
of achievement associated with exam and 
professional success to provide advice and make 
career decisions. 

0 An individual CAS member's information needs could 
emanate from any or all of the foregoing 
perspectives. 
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In short, we have found that many activities necessary 
to consider partitioning are also necessary to sustain 
vitality in our syllabus and examination system. Some of 
these activities and the related resources currently are 
inadequate or missing. The detailed sections of this report 
describe improvement opportunities and outline a process 
upon which partitioning and travel time management decisions 
could be based. 
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DISCDSSION OF RBCOMRENDATIONS: 

This section describes our discussions of May 31, 1990, 
when the recommendations were agreed upon and includes some 
embellishments realized during the drafting of this report. 
It does not comment on all our projects, nor does it include 
all the suggestions we have for the Syllabus and Examination 
Committees. Those are addressed in the Discussion of PETF 
Tasks section and the appendixes. Points relating to the 
"additional considerations for implementationI expressed by 
the Education Policy Committee in its' 1988 White Paper are 
denoted by (ACl), (AC2), etc.. 

RECOMMENDATION t 1: REQUIRE A SYSTEKATIC STUDY OF 
PERFORMANCE BY SUB-PART PRIOR TO EVERY PARTITIONING AND 
SYLLABUS REORGANIZATION DECISION. 

Exams test candidates' professional skills relative to 
weighted performance standards. For purposes of discussion, 
a combination of skills and performance standards will be 
referred to as emphasis. 

When a change in emphasis is made, it is accomplished 
through modifications to: 

0 The Syllabus 

0 Exam Blueprints 

0 Question Construction 

0 Performance Standards. 

Changes can be controlled in varying degrees depending 
on what they are and how they are managed. Changes placing 
new practice areas on the syllabus are less controllable 
than simple reorganizations or deletions because there is no 
experience to use as a base. Absent new material, 
partitioning can be characterized as simple reorganization, 
so it should be controllable. However, supporting 
mechanisms must be in place or the control concept has no 
application. 

To control emphasis changes, the admissions committees 
must be able to compare effort required to pass by similar 
groups being tested at different times on the same set of 
skills (AC5). In other words, do a "systematic study" of 
performance history with respect to the set of skills under 
consideration. 
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In a general sense, need for "systematic study" extends 
to the entire syllabus. Each exam is part of a path leading 
through associateship to fellowship and minor changes along 
the way can result in a major change for the process as a 
whole. Continuing "systematic study" is necessary to ensure 
that future changes (partitioning or other) will have 
minimal effect on candidates succeeding under the 1990 
syllabus (ACl). Continuing study is also required so that 
travel time is affected as little as possible by 
partitioning or other changes (AC2). See Appendix 4. 

Questions as to who must do what and when to produce a 
qBsystematic study" have different answers depending on 
circumstances, but the Examination Committee and CAS office 
would bear most of the burden. The Syllabus Committee and 
Education Policy Committee would be involved to a lesser 
extent. 

In a partitioning context, the examination committee 
must isolate and track exam performance at the sub-part 
level. Records by sub-part should be kept and analyzed for 
demographic control groups prior to that subpart being 
administered as a separate unit. For example, part 10 
performance on reinsurance for math majors with five years 
ratemaking experience supported by a company study program 
who put in 500 study hours should be known so it can be 
compared to subsequent experience for similar groups of 
candidates if part 10 reinsurance were to become a 
separately administered unit or part of another exam. 

Further, various skills (recall, comprehension, 
application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation) are 
affected in different ways and degrees by partitioning (or 
combining) exams. For example, less recall is required from 
candidates attempting only one partition unless there is 
some change in question construction. To preserve status 
guo, more presumed knowledge from prior exams or general 
experience is required. Synthesis would need to be treated 
in a similar manner. This implies a need for more syllabus 
precision with regard to prerequisites and sequence of 
learning. 

On the other hand, recall and synthesis skills are not 
all exam specific and may be sufficiently tested in a 
casualty actuarial context so long as the broad areas which 
generally define casualty actuaries continue as single, 
larger exams. These areas clearly include ratemaking and 
reserving, but the particulars are a judgement call (see 
exam competency groups discussion). 
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Skills, other than recall and synthesis, are more 
ingrained in specific applications, articles or topic areas. 
Testing method changes necessary to preserve status quo 
under partitioning should be less significant for those 
skills. 

Someone must determine that sub-parts being considered 
for partitioning make sense as cohesive freestanding exam 
units. Some sub-parts are better prospects than others. 
For example, most actuaries would agree that life 
contingencies and credibility theory can be tested 
separately without losing the cohesive qualities of part 4, 
but that interest and life contingencies make a logical pair 
which should remain together. More subtle distinctions, 
such as would be necessary to separate insurance law from 
regulation, would require careful attention, probably by the 
Syllabus Committee. 

Periodically, material is added or deleted from the 
syllabus to meet changing demands for actuarial skills. 
This generates new practice areas or changes emphasis in 
existing areas. Absent examination data from other 
organizations, the only option when new skills are added is 
to proceed without the demographic analysis described above 
as has been done in the past. 

Analysis of exam performance by units attempted, 
previous exam performance and pertinent biographical 
features will need to be a reoular vart of the Examination 
Committee routine to ensure that travel time is not being 
adversely affected (AC2). The SOA has made limited progress 
in this regard, but their results indicate meaningful - 
information can be obtained via this means. The accounting 
profession may have done better that either the CAS or SOA. 

Members, and particularly students, have expressed 
concerns that partitioning is just another way to add more 
to the syllabus and make the exams more difficult. Examples 
of evidence cited include new syllabus material being added 
without dropping something old, hours being added to the 
exams and greater numbers of questions per exam. There 
should be sufficient Syllabus/Exam Committee coordination 
(AC3) so that new material or additional questions improve 
understanding and make exams fairer, rather than materially 
altering study requirements. 
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In short, the term lVsystematic study" contemplates 
analysis reflecting on: 

0 Syllabus Content 

0 Quality and Nature of the Candidates 

0 Performance Standards (AC5) 

0 Exam Construction (length, difficulty, emphasis, 
style, etc.) 

0 Travel Time Effects 

0 Confirmation that Parts of Sub-parts under study 
represent Cohesive Practice Areas 

"Systematic study" would require availability of 
resources such as exam blue-print variance reports from the 
part chairmen, post exam grading analysis from the Exam 
Committee, exam exit surveys completed by the candidates and 
analysis of the foregoing relative to demographic 
information which should be resident in the CAS office data 
base. 

RRCONMRNDATION # 21 CHARGE TEE VP ADMINISTRATION (CA8 
OFFICE) WITH COLLRCTING AND REPORTING DEMOGRAPBIC 
INFORMATION WHICH MAY BE RELATED TO EXAN PERFORMANCE. 

Travel time is the dominant issue raised by the concept 
of smaller examination units and PETF study has demonstrated 
that travel time has increased over the last ten years or 
more while the number of separately administered units has 
increased from eight to twelve (counting 3a, 3B and 3c as 
separate). There is some evidence the rate of increase has 
slowed or stopped, but we were not able to confirm that or 
go beyond speculative explanations of why the historical 
changes took place. Intensive search for cause and effect 
relationships demonstrated current information resources do 
not support basic inquiry. 

For example, there is no information which can relate 
the amount of preparation time invested by successful 
candidates vs. unsuccessful candidates from one sitting to 
the next. We have indications from student and member 
responses to our survey, member letters, SOA analysis and 
personal experience that some students take a less ambitious 
approach to the current part 3 than would be the case were 
it still a single unit. Exam survevs would nrovide unioue 
informed oninions regarding this issue. 
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Similarly, there is no information relating academic 
training or work experience to exam success. Do candidates 
with ratemaking experience perform better on parts 6 and 9? 
Do candidates with legal training do better on part 81 Do 
accounting and MBA backgrounds give an advantage on parts 7 
and IO? 

Is it possible that innate ability and ambition of 
individuals attracted to the actuarial profession changes 
over time? This parameter is more difficult to estimate, 
but additional insight is likely to be obtained by observing 
performance indicators such as: 

0 SAT scores and GRE Scores 

0 CPA, CPCU, or SOA Exam Accomplishments 

0 Major Course(s) of Study 

0 Type of College or University 

0 Level of Degree 

0 Grade Point Averages. 

Exam surveys would help to obtain opinions regarding 
clarity, length and fairness of exams. Surveys also could 
be used to address difficulty, focus on individual sub-parts 
and make comparisons with prior exams. Of the three to five 
hundred candidates who write an exam, there are fifty to a 
hundred people who, at the appointed time, know the material 
and the recent exams as well or better than anyone else 
including the Examination Committee. Surveys could 
distinguish between candidates who used previous exams to 
practice under exam conditions, those who used them for 
reference only and those who did not use old exams. Exam 
preparation effort should be measured in terms of total 
study time, company study time, study group participation 
and some measure of pressure from other interests. Survey 
questions should be exam specific to identify prior training 
which may give an advantage. Survey content should be 
determined by the Examination Committee subject to 
applicable security and privacy constraints. 
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The Examination Committee should not have access to 
demographic or survey information with respect to current 
candidates until after grading is complete, pass marks and 
applicable minimum competency requirements have been 
determined, and results have been communicated to the 
candidates. In other words, candidates should continue to 
pass or fail solely on the merits of their papers. To 
maintain student confidence in the security and fairness of 
the process, surveys may have to be distributed in the form 
of an enclosure mailed out with results rather than being 
handed out as candidates leave examination sites. 

Information made available to various segments of the 
public could include: 

0 Analysis relating Other Credentials to Exam 
Results 

0 Units Passed vs Units Attempted 

0 Employment During Exam Preparation Periods 

0 Runoff of students in the system from various exam 
levels at each examination date. This would 
explain what happens to students from various 
points onward. Survey of dropouts may be useful 
to understand the reasons why they stopped taking 
exams: all dropouts should not be surveyed as 
there is little point in asking someone who failed 
many exams in a row why no further attempts were 
made. 

The data base could be searched for success indicators 
which should be useful to career counselors in schools and 
colleges as well as to students, members and employers. 
These could be conveyed in the form of demographic profiles 
for new ACAS's and FCAS's by date of last exam for the 
respective designations. Travel time measured by number of 
attempts and chronologically could be analyzed for pertinent 
demographic groups. One might speculate that pertinent 
groups include employed by an insurance company, employed by 
a regulator, employed by a consultant, working academics and 
full time students among others. 

The foregoing is not an exhaustive inventory and there 
may be some types of information which will be inappropriate 
or difficult to collect, but it appears the CAS needs to 
substantially upgrade existing student and member data base 
resources. This includes establishing the capacity to do 
professional quality surveys and developing software for 
analysis and reporting purposes. Admissions committees 
should have an exam management information system with ad 
hoc reporting features. 
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In short, the CAS needs to collect data, record it and 
develop software to support regular information needs 
pertaining to: 

0 Exam Management 

0 Syllabus Design 

0 Member Services 

0 Employer Services (AC4) 

0 Public Relations 

RECOBDIENDATION # 3: SUBJECT TO THE APPROPRIATE STUDY, 
PARTITION PART 4 INTO IA (INTEREST AND LIFE CONTINGENCIES) 
AND 48 (CREDIBILITY THEORY AND msS DISTRIBUTIONS). 

We began our deliberation of this recommendation by 
recognizing that the CAS board already has agreed to 
administer a separate part 4B as an elective for the Society 
of Actuaries starting in 1992 to satisfy Canadian Institute 
of Actuaries requirements. We concluded there are only two 
alternatives: 

0 Partition Part 4 

0 Offer a Separate 4B Simultaneously with an 
Unpartitioned Part 4. 

We discussed whether exam questions should be different 
under the simultaneous approach, but concluded there is no 
justification for that so the issue boiled down to 
performance measurements. We speculated as to whether or 
not a 4B pass ratio should be different from a 4b minimum 
competency standard and, if so, by how much. We discussed 
the obvious prospect of demand for waivers on Part 4a and 4b 
when individuals with credit for the SOA interest and life 
contingencies take and pass 4B. We speculated whether, if 
partitioning is implemented, pass ratios for the sub-parts 
should be higher than if the exam continued as a whole. 

We debated the considerations contemplated by 
"systematic study" as that concept can be applied 
immediately to 4A and 48. We concluded that all elements 
are not currently in place, but reasoned that CIA/SOA 
considerations offset the shortfall. 
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In the end, the simultaneous exam alternative to 
partitioning requires more judgment and imposes much more 
uncertainty and administrative complexity. Recognition of 
this fact changed some minds and brought our debate to a 
close. The PETF is not unanimous (7-yes, 2-no) on this 
recommendation, but members voting no do not feel strongly 
enough to offer a dissenting report. 

RECOMHRNDATION il 4: NOT PARTITION, AT THIS TIMR, BEYOND 
PART 4 

Our work indicates that CAS educational and testing 
resources are not sufficiently precise to implement broad 
based partitioning in a controlled manner. The most 
apparent evidence is the fact that we can explain only in 
speculative terms the travel time changes which have taken 
place over an extended period of years and of which the CAS 
was largely unaware. Speculation regarding syllabus 
material, difficulty and length of exams, employer support, 
student diligence, innate ability of students and the 
general characteristics of FCAS's does not provide a sound 
basis for developing a mode of implementation (AC6). If 
there is to be any further VOpartitioningll it should be 
staged so the Syllabus and Examination Committees can do it 
properly. 

Until the CAS can collect and analyze information 
pertinent to education and testing performance, responsible 
partitioning of individual exams or syllabus reorganizations 
is uncertain at best. Given the travel time trend and the 
growth in our working body of knowledge, it is desirable for 
the CAS to substitute more factual information and analysis 
for the intuitive response system which has accommodated 
changes accumulated since 1914. 

We spent a good deal of time discussing the implied 
warranty that ACAS's and FCASls have broad based, generally 
applicable actuarial skills. Frequent comments from members 
regarding the need to preserve synthesis features on the 
exams and fear of cheapening the ACAS and FCAS designations 
further demonstrate the value placed on this warranty. 
Although the issue was not worked into recommendation form, 
our consensus was that ratemaking (Part 6) and 
reserving/accounting (Part 7) should be preserved in much 
their present form irrespective of how the syllabus might 
otherwise be rearranged. The synergy argument applies in a 
similar fashion to advanced ratemaking and individual risk 
rating (Part 9). 
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DISCUBBION OF CONCLUSIONS: 

A number of perceptions were formed or reinforced in 
the course of our deliberations. Upon reflection, most do 
not seem surprising. However, the significance of each is 
changing and needs to be thrust into the conscious thought 
of CAS management and admissions committees. Conclusions 
are set forth in bold type with discussion and reference to 
appendices where appropriate. 

It is clear that travel time is increasinq. This is 
born out by review of CAS office records (Appendix 1) and 
the student survey (Appendix 2). Why this is happening is 
not so clear. Member letters and survey responses allude 
to: 

0 Employer Support (monetary incentives, study time, 
study materials, etc) 

0 Job Requirements 

0 Family Commitments 

0 More Syllabus Material 

0 More Hours of Exams 

0 More Difficult Examinations 

0 Competition on the Partitioned Part Three 

0 Candidate Motivation. 

However the information necessary to systematically 
analyze cause and effect is not available and we were not 
able to answer questions such as: 

0 Are there identifiable pockets of more and less 
successful candidates? 

0 Do predominantly data gathering and programming 
responsibilities prevent an actuarial emphasis in 
day-to-day work? 

0 Does pre-exam academic training of today's 
candidates compare favorably with candidates of 
years past? 
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Most likely, all of these circumstances affect travel 
time, but the information necessary to separate effects 
which can be controlled by the CAS from those controlled by 
employers and candidates themselves is not available. A 
detailed treatment of the travel time issue is included as 
Appendix 4. 

A cursory review of the syllabus is sufficient to 
demonstrate the body of knowledue reflected in the svllabus 
is arowinq. We compared various points in time during the 
last twenty years and confirmed that the number of 
separately administered units increased from eight to 
twelve, examination hours increased per exam and in total, 
the number of articles per topic area became greater and the 
degree of sophistication embedded in syllabus material 
became greater (Appendix 3). The examined body of knowledge 
probably has expanded even more because there are more 
FCAS's (over 100 in 1990 compared to 20 or so in the early 
70's) writing questions. 

A growing body of knowledge is more than a partitioning 
issue, but absent more precise controls on the tested 
materials and grading standards, partitioning could foster 
inadvertent and undetected changes in exam emphasis. 
Overemphasis on a large area similar to that on life 
contingencies from 1980 to 1982 is relatively easy to detect 
and rectify. Detecting and rectifying under or overemphasis 
on sub-parts requires more precision. 

On the other side of the equation we observe that 
efficiencv of learnina materials is increasing. but does not 
compensate for arowth in the body of knowledae. Prominent 
illustrations of improvements over the last twenty years are 
the advances in reserving and individual risk rating 
materials. At one time, the leading edge on reserving was 
an article by Tom Tarbel, which did little more than define 
the term IBNR. Clearly, students can learn faster and with 
less effort in todays environment. Continuing refinements 
are fostered through the textbook, papers, CLRS, etc. 

Along with the refinements come new areas of 
application as well as new concepts and new techniques for 
traditional practice areas. Learning efficiencies will not 
keep up with this knowledge explosion. On the other hand, 
it is desirable to have as much in the syllabus as available 
learning tools can accommodate. This presents the Syllabus 
Committee with the increasingly difficult job of choosing 
core material from the available body of knowledge. 
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Review of CAS office records, information required for 
exam registration and statistics maintained by the 
examination committees reveals that the CAB has very little 
information to describe and track candidates in terms of 
overall exam success. Further, all the information which is 
captured is not retained and that which is retained is not 
in a form which can be analyzed together with related 
information. Except for the fact of passing, virtually all 
information on parts 1 through 3 is resident only on SOA 
records. The CAS has only a paper document for each exam 
registrant which records pass or fail for each exam taken. 

In searching for reasons why travel time has changed, 
we learned the CAB has no data 011 the demOUreDhi0 

oharaateristias of candidatea. What little information that 
is captured on registration forms and surveys is either lost 
or in a form which can't be related to individual candidate 
performance. There is no permanent member number, exam 
number etc. and there is no data base which records 
information and makes information available in a tractable 
form. Expanded biographical data capture is necessary to 
explore the demographics of our member and student 
populations. 

During our analysis, we obtained documents prepared by 
the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy 
which provide demographics behind CPA exam results (Appendix 
5)' Much of the information is similar to that envisioned 
by the PETF. This demonstrates the CAS should do more to 
maintain a competitive understanding of its' members and 
feeder groups because at least some other Drofessions aather 
and distribute data on demoaraDhia characteristics of their 
examination candidates. 

New areas of application, more people involved in exam 
preparation and administration, computer grading of short 
answer questions, demand for casualty actuarial services 
outside of North America and increasing use of casualty 
actuarial techniques by non-actuaries indicate technical and 
political demands on the CAB educational system are becoming 
more aonmleq. While partitioning may work against 
simplicity, it does provide flexibility for new situations 
and transitional periods. Balancing the needs of the CAS 
with those of the CIA and SOA has become more complex as 
evidenced by the Canadian part 8, the CIA qualification exam 
for FCAS's and the move towards more Canadian content 
throughout the CAS syllabus which will obviate the need for 
both. 
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The CAS will be one among many organizations striving 
to provide learned body services. We should anticipate 
there will be continuina Dressure for common areas of study 
which will be redundant between actuarial aad DOSsiblY other 
-of ensions. This is born out by the fact that waiver 
situations are beaomina more freauant. Waiver requests will 
take a quantum leap when SOA students who have credit for 
their theory of interest and life contingencies begin 
passing part 4B. 

Such circumstances are not new to the CAS. Ext3ansion, 
yeoraanisation and transition oartitioninas have taken Lace 
with reuularitv over the mars (Appendix 3) and it is 
reasonable to presume this trend will continue. 

Partitioning has been considered in various forms (see 
discussion of the travel time task and Appendix 4), some of 
which would require more than one annual offering of the 
same material. While other considerations presently render 
this a moot point and at the risk of belaboring the obvious, 
it should be recognized that more offerings would increase 
demand for exam preparation while inareasina numbers of 
candidatea already strain the existina voluntarv em 
aommittees. A full or part time education actuary may be 
necessary at some point in the foreseeable future. 
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DIBCUS8ION OF PETP TASKS: 

On May 22, 1989, the PETF laid out a plan which 
involved many tasks. Each was pursued by a subcommittee and 
all have been completed in the task force context. However, 
opportunities for improving CAS exam management which have 
been identified are beyond task force powers of 
implementation and those are left to the appropriate CAS 
bodies to accept, reject, modify and implement. 

HISTORY OF THE CAB EXAMINATION PROCESS: 

It has been said that those who don't study history are 
doomed to repeat it. CAS examination history has been 
highlighted in Francis S. Perryman's "The First Twenty-Five 
Years" presidential address which appeared in PCAS XXVI, 
Part I and in Dudly M. Pruitt's "The First Fifty Years" 
which appeared in PCAS LI. More recently, Bill Gillam's 
analysis of syllabus changes since 1964 was reported in 
Stanley M. Hughey's "The First Seventy-Five Years" and Dick 
Snader prepared "CAS Syllabus Milestones, 1960 - 1990, for 
the PETF (Appendix 3). 

Mr. Gillam used the following words (number of times) 
in a page and a half of double and triple spaced text: 
expanded (6), included (4), added (3), moved (l), rearranged 
(1) I incorporated (1) and split (1). Mr. Snader, in his 

more detailed effort, used some of the same words along with 
a few of his own: partitioned, introduced, began, increased, 
became, adopted, transition, incorporated, restructured, 
combined, ended and dropped. The point here is that a 
general overview of CAS syllabus history will describe 
mainly expansion and change while a more detailed scrutiny 
reveals pruning as well. 

It is clear the syllabus moves through time in a 
dynamic fashion which is likely to continue. 

DECISION CRITERIA: 

The first PETF task was to study the Education Policy 
Committee White Paper and review the responsibilities of all 
CAS standing committees which contribute to the admissions 
process. With that background, all task force members 
participated in a decision criteria drafting discussion. 
Decision criteria from the White Paper formed the starting 
point and was molded into the items and rankings shown on 
the next page. 
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Verv Important 

o Quality of Education 

o Educational Objectives 

o Type of FCAS Graduate 

o Travel Time to FCAS 

o Positioning CAS vs. Other Career Options 

Important 

Administration of Exams 

Coordination within CAS 

CIA Requirements 

Employer's Viewpoint 

College and University Programs 

Coordination with SOA 

Competency vs. Proficiency 

EXAM COMPETENCY GROUPS: 

Exam competency groups are sets of actuarial skills 
which tend to be thought of as one. The concept is somewhat 
vague and may be perceived differently from one actuary to 
the next. However, there are practice concentrations such 
as ratemaking and reserving which are extensively addressed 
in the syllabus and tend to be the focus for CAS Statements 
of Principles and ASB Standards of Practice. Further, there 
is a strong sentiment among the membership to test synthesis 
skills and preserve the quality implied by associateship and 
fellowship designations. In fact, syllabus goals and 
objectives are made up of statements which include phrases 
such as: 

o "..develop an expert knowledge of.." 

0 " ..a broad range of techniques.." 

0 " ..a broad range of relevant and standard actuarial 
practice.." 
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PETF deliberation of this item did not produce anything 
concrete, but there was a recurring theme observed in 
comments from CAS members that examination features which 
most uniquely define casualty actuaries should remain whole. 
Every PETF member believes ratemaking should continue as one 
exam at the offered competence levels (basic - 3B, 
principles - 6 and advanced - 9). There was some difference 
of opinion on whether reserving and accounting could be 
split, but the consensus was that premium and loss 
accounting shouldn't be split from reserving and there is no 
point in isolating expense accounting somewhere else. 

Part 8 has features which go together well, but deal 
with jurisdictional subject matter which is more the 
invention of political minds than the application of 
fundamental actuarial concepts and professional principles. 
It is subject to the same general educational goals and 
objectives as the other exams, but must be managed with more 
deference to political authority. 

Exam competency group considerations do not appear to 
impose significant partitioning constraints on parts 4, 5 
and 10 because these exams are made up of distinct sub- 
parts. 

SYLLABUS CONSIDERATIONB: 

Syllabus partitioning issues include items such as exam 
blue-prints, skills distributions, exam standards, growth in 
the body of knowledge, reasonable travel time, and the 
efficiency of educational materials. 

Exam blue-prints provide the Syllabus Committee's 
recommended point distribution by subject for an 
examination. They are guidelines provided to the 
Examination Committee. 

Skills distributions are embedded in blue-prints. They 
provide guidelines on how the Syllabus Committee intends the 
Examination Committee to construct questions. This may be 
an area where the CAS needs professional educators to 
provide clarity and consistency. 

Examination standards are the Examination Committee's 
interpretation of the Syllabus Committee's intent. These are 
not complete until the Examination Committee has finalized 
grading guides on an exam by exam basis. Some variation 
from one sitting to the next is unavoidable, but inadvertant 
change should be kept to a minimum. 
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Our examination system must deal with a growing body of 
knowledge. We are breaking through the point where 
contemporary knowledge can no longer be tested. Ten or 
twenty years ago, a good set of examinations could 
accommodate all or most of the CAS body of knowledge. At 
the present time, an effective combination of efficient 
study materials, syllabus arrangements and exam construction 
can cover just about everything. However, the stress is 
beginning to show, and we may soon pass from that 
circumstance to an era when more is known than can be 
digested by the individuals who are able and interested in 
functioning as professional actuaries. 

Some areas of the syllabus will grow faster than 
others. Eventually, different syllabus and exam approaches 
may be necessary for areas likely to experience more growth. 
Managing this dynamic will require a process to test growth 
in the body of knowledge vs. efficiency of available 
learning materials. 

Part of deciding what is a reasonable body of knowledge 
for the syllabus is related to travel time. Reasonable 
travel time is that which interested professionals are 
willinq to invest in obtaining skills and credentials. If 
the time required exceeds that threshold, the system will 
cease to be used. Since there is some finite (but unknown) 
limit to what people can learn in a given amount of time, 
reasonable travel time must, in part, be dictated by the 
size of our tested body of knowledge. Discussions with the 
Syllabus Committee indicate balancing the size of the 
syllabus with efficiency of learning materials is a 
difficult, time consuming, and subjective task. 

New areas of practice and a growing body of knowledge 
have implications for specialty qualifications and 
continuing education, but these are beyond the scope of the 
PETF and were not deliberated. 

PARTITIONED EXAPI BLWPRINTB: 

A detailed plan for implementation should provide for 
blueprints specifically developed for any and all new 
partitions. Given our findings in other areas, this task 
was not treated with intensity. 
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GRADING BTANDARD6/MINIMUH COMPETENCY: 

Partitioning provides mandatory minimum competency 
features for each separate unit. It gives credit for good 
performance and allows less punting on material which has 
not been mastered. It also means that lower standards are 
necessary on individual partitions to guarantee the same 
minimum competency over the entire syllabus that exists with 
larger exam units. A more detailed discussion is included 
in Appendix 4. 

ALTERNATIVE CREDIT: 

Smaller units resulting from partitioning would yield 
closer correlation with offerings of other organizations 
which provide educational tools and means to obtain various 
kinds of credentials. Inevitably, that would generate more 
situations where individuals could reasonably expect to be 
granted alternative credit. 

l4EMBERBAIP INPUT: 

Over 100 responses to Kevin Ryan's March 14,1989, 
letter to members presenting the Education Policy 
Committee's White Paper and asking for comments were 
received. They raised key issues relating to exam taking, 
FCAS quality, employer concerns, the CAS and exam 
administration. A number of ideas and suggestions were 
offered along with the questions and critiques. 

Travel time is the dominant exam-taking issue, but 
other concerns were identified as well. The travel route to 
fellowship is at least somewhat unique to each individual. 
Advantages and disadvantages were identified for taking 
smaller steps or having the flexibility to take different 
routes. Stress associated with exam taking and competitive 
dynamics of small units vs. large units are a concern to 
many. There is a variety of opinion as to how partitioning 
may effect motivation. Some are concerned that a large 
number of units will be a demotivating factor. On the other 
hand, a smaller, but significant segment of the population 
believes smaller units may facilitate progress currently 
constrained by job and other circumstances. Some members 
believe partitioning would improve clarity and focus of the 
exams. 

Members are very concerned that quality of the FCAS 
designation be preserved. Some members are concerned that 
partitioning would allow marginal performers to slip through 
the system. Others are concerned that smaller units would 
place less emphasis on the discipline and time management 
skills necessary to successfully prepare for the current 
exams. Many members are concerned that smaller units would 
make it difficult to test synthesis skills. 
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There is a diversity of opinion regarding memory 
capacity. Some are concerned that insufficient memory 
requirements will credential individuals who cannot function 
well in a competitive business environment, while others 
criticize the exams for requiring too much rote memory. 
Generally, members believe the current system to be of high 
quality and stress that changes (partitioning or other) 
should be done in a way that preserves quality. 

Many members are concerned with the recruiting leverage 
provided by the examination process relative to MBA, CPCU, 
CPA and other professional tracks. There is also concern 
that changes may complicate employers8 career programs with 
regard to study time, exam compensation, record keeping, 
etc. 

Beyond the entry-level stage, members want to maintain 
effective positioning relative to the Society of Actuaries 
and the Canadian Institute of Actuaries. International 
relations will be an increasing concern as political, 
economic and trade barriers continue to come down. 

CAS administrative constraints are a prominent concern 
as well. There is a limited supply of volunteers to write 
exams, grade exams, and otherwise support the educational 
system. 

Members suggestions regarding the examination process 
included the following: 

0 Test synthesis by drawing on numerous syllabus 
areas 

0 Give exams more often 

0 Use minimum standards on more exams 

0 Provide electives 

0 Offer nation specific exams 

0 Eliminate essay questions 

Appendix 6 provides a summary and illustrative samples 
of the responses. 
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STUDENT AND RRRRRR SURVEY RESULTS: 

Surveys mailed to 4,242 individuals generated 704 
responses. Associates were most responsive (21%) with the 
fellows (18%) not far behind. 10% of the students 
responded. 20% of the overall response was returned by 
individuals who were not mailed a survey. 50% of the 
responding fellows received their fellowship between 1985 
and 1989. The typical respondent has an undergraduate math 
degree, works for an insurance company and has 5.6 exams 
passed. A copy of the survey and summary exhibits are 
included in Appendix 2 

Trend In Travel Time 
To Achieve Designation 

The distribution of respondents by type of employment 
for fellows and associates excluding individuals who have 
retired tracks well with the demographics reported in the 
CA.5 1989 Yearbook: 

Distribution By Type of Em lopent 
FeUons and Associates Excluding etlred Actuariee rp 
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More descriptions of the respondents as a whole are 
shown in Appendix 2, pages 4 through 10 (A2P4-A2PlO). 

Generally speaking, respondents were averse to the idea 
of partitioning. Many feel strongly that it will increase 
travel time and that the quality of education and actuaries 
will not be enhanced. Support for the current structure 
appears to be consistent across designation levels, but 
fellows appear more conservative than other respondents (See 
A2P18, A2P34, A2P35, A2P25 and A2P26). 

Survey responses were separated between those reporting 
no more than two attempts on any exam and all others. 
Interestingly, both groups generally prefer the CAS maintain 
the current exam structure and not partition parts 5 through 
10 (See A2P28 - A2P32). 

Motivation was tested by asking respondents whether 
they would achieve fellowship more quickly as well as 
whether they could achieve fellowship more quickly if exams 
were partitioned (A2P22). There was a marked difference in 
the amplitude of responses although both queries drew 
negative feedback. A more neutral, but somewhat indicative 
response along similar lines was drawn from students who 
have experience with the partitioned part 3 by asking them 
if they would have followed a more aggressive study program 
of the exam had not been partitioned (A2P23). 

Attitudes toward exams were explored by asking about 
the effect on career appeal given complete partitioning vs. 
selective partitioning and no exams vs. the current 
structure. Respondents favor exams over no exams, but fewer 
units over more units (A2P24). 

Some demographic exploration was done via the survey. 
We found that 31% of the respondents who have advanced 
degrees are fellows and that 20% of the respondents who do 
not have advanced degrees are fellows (A2Plla). We found 
that respondents with advanced degrees took fewer attempts 
to pass the earlier and later exams, but about the same or 
more attempts to pass exams in the middle of the syllabus 
(A2P15a&b). 

Given the sample size and consistency of responses, 
these observations have a measure of credibility for the 
time during which the responses were made. Respondents have 
conveyed a clear sentiment which is adverse to the general 
idea of partitioning. On the other hand they embraced the 
concept of an examination system while allowing that 
specific features influence the energy level expended while 
pursuing exams and affect the attractiveness of the 
profession. 
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Beyond the immediate conclusions which might be drawn 
from this survey, analysis of the responses, including the 
limited demographic information which was captured, hints at 
information possibilities which could provide understanding 
of pass ratios, travel time and other examination 
performance trends. 

EHPLOYER AND RECRUITING CONSIDERATIONS: 

Partitioning would make it easier for life actuaries, 
academics and non-actuaries to gain CAS accreditation. This 
could make it easier for employers of actuaries to develop 
staff, including specialists. While this may be an 
advantage to employers, it could change the complexion of 
the CAS. 

Since most academically trained actuaries have a life 
background, CAS employer interests are best served by 
keeping the early examinations common for as long as 
possible. This allows students coming out of school with 
limited specialty awareness to make career choices without 
losing the career leverage of credentials obtained in 
academia. The new part 3B may run counter to this CAS 
employer interest. 

Employers might realize the following advantages from 
partitioning: 

0 More associates may achieve fellowship because 
they are able to pass exams in smaller units more 
easily. 

0 More actuaries could satisfy requirements in 
Canada, the USA and outside North America, thus 
increasing their value to the company. 

0 Better matching of study with work. 

0 More specific education of students. 

On the other hand, employers might suffer from the 
effects of: 

0 Travel time increases 

0 Drop-outs from student programs 

0 Complex administration 

0 Marginal performers with credentials (this 
would be the exception, rather than the rule) 

0 Reduction in synthesis, management, memory, etc.. 
skills of students succeeding under partitioning. 
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Respondents to Kevin Ryan's letter with the title of 
Assistant Vice President and higher were highly negative on 
partitioning (23 to 2). While these are personal opinions 
rather than official company positions, they probably are a 
fair representation of 1989 management attitudes. 

Generally speaking, partitioning or other changes which 
produce better actuaries at lower cost are good for 
employers. Anything else is neutral or a problem so the key 
to productive change is being able to understand, choose, 
control and explain the associated effects. 

A tangential observation made during completion of this 
task was that most academic machinery now in place is geared 
to life, but experience in Canada (LaValle) demonstrates 
changes can be affected through commitments of money and 
staff. 

CAB DATA BASB: 

The Education Policy Committee White Paper strongly 
suggests It.. results under a system of partitioned 
examinations must be carefully controlled so as not to 
materially affect travel time.." To address this issue, we 
needed to observe travel time experience and proceeded to 
collect and compile statistics from the CAS office in a PC 
data base. Observations and conclusions which emerged 
regarding the data available for our use proved to be as 
significant as the empirical results. 

Findinss: 

1. Available Data 

Very little information is available to describe and 
track candidates in terms of overall exam success. 
Information currently maintained (and which was used for 
PETF analysis) consists of handwritten sheets for each 
candidate which document exam registration and whether they 
passed, failed or did not write. A sample CAS office record 
is included in Appendix 1. 

2. Travel Time Trend 

We obtained approximately 500 manual records from the 
CAS office representing all candidates who became Fellows 
from 1979 to 1988 and transferred them to a PC data base for 
analysis. 
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The results (Appendix 1) demonstrate travel time has 
increased. This conclusion was reached by comparing the 
average number of years required to complete the exams for 
those candidates who became fellows between 1979 and 1988 
with that of 1984 through 1988 fellows. 

CAS Number Travel 
Exams of Time in 
Passed Candidates Years 

1979-88 Fellows 6 100 4.6 
7 139 5.7 
8 80 8.3 
9 101 8.0 

10 80 8.1 

1981-88 Fellows 6 64 4.8 
7 101 5.7 
8 30 10.1 
9 30 10.4 

10 23 10.7 

These observations show longer travel times than the 
survey responses which indicated travel time had increased 
from 7.9 years to 8.6 years during roughly the same period, 
but the trend is consistent. The difference in absolute 
values could mean only motivated individuals responded to 
the survey and therefore represent a group more likely to do 
well on exams. It also could mean that relying on memory to 
fill out a survey isn't the most accurate means to capture 
historical information or that questions asking for date of 
first exam, date of associateship and date of fellowship 
were ambiguous and misinterpreted. The difference was 
judged to be nuance and not material for task force 
purposes. 

Analysis of travel time experience by individual year 
of designation indicates increases may have diminished or 
that growth generated effects have been digested (see 
Christopher Diamantoukos analysis in Appendix 1.) We did 
not draw conclusions other than that these types of 
diagnostics should be a regular part of CAS exam management 
information. 
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With respect to why travel time has increased, a 
probable reason is that total examination hours required for 
fellowship increased from 33 hours in 1979 to 37 hours in 
1987. Other possible explanations include: 

0 Expanded Body of Knowledge Covered by the Syllabus 

0 Changed Examination Standards 

0 Increased Skill Level of Some Candidates leading 
to Higher Pass Marks. 

0 More Marginal Candidates Taking Exams. 

The first two items should be analyzed by the Syllabus 
and Examination Committees, respectively. The other two are 
addressed below. 

3. CA.9 Demographics 

Currently, the CAS does not have demographic 
information resources which would provide candidate 
characteristics by degree of examination success. 
Consequently, we were unable to ascertain whether the 
student “mix” has been changing. If we had access to 
information that could indicate how time specific candidate 
populations are different, some speculation could be removed 
from the hypothesis offered above. 

Further, we believe this lack of information and our 
inability to explain the apparent change in travel time to 
ourselves puts the CAS and its stakeholders at a competitive 
disadvantage relative to other career options. We did not 
do exhaustive research on demoqraphic information resources 
of other professions, but did obtain (Appendix 5) an example 
of reports on CPA candidates published by the National 
Association of State Board of Accountancy. 

Data Base Recommendations: 

1. . . me CAS should institute umalntain a data ba se which 
makes it uossible to track candidates in teas of overall 

tion verfonnance. Items which would need to be 
compiled should include (among others): 

0 Exam(s) taken at each sitting 
0 Passes and Fails at each sitting 
0 Casual vs. serious attempts at each examination 

Data should be compiled both retrospectively and 
prospectively. It may be useful to conduct a survey where 
historical data is not available in the CAS office. 
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2. The Svllabus Committee should be asked to review 
the bodv of knowledae covered bv the svllabus to det rm 

leading to increases in travel tize. 
ine 

3. he CA.5 Exaination Committee should be asked to 
YlQaitor exaution standards over time with reswect to both . * ouestion difflcultv and aradina. Pre-exam blue-print 
analysis should be required of the part chairman and exam 
exit surveys should be obtained from students. This may be 
an area where the CAS requires assistance from professional 
educators to interpret results effectively. 

Regardless of the approach used, the CAS office should 
be in a position to maintain a system for recording and 
compiling results of such studies. 

4. me CAS should aather data to be used for understandinq 
d moarawhic characteristics of candidate werfonnance. 
Rtsults could be used to monitor changes in the student 
@'mix'* over time and should be distributed to current members 
and students as well as potential students and educators. 

Examples of data that should be gathered would include 
(among others): 

0 Educational Background 

0 Academic Record 

0 SAT scores 

0 Employment History 

5. The CAS should increase its cawacitv to do wrofessional 
oualitv survevs. 
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TRAVEL TIME: 

Andre Veilleux and Chris Diamantoukos were a task for 
within a task force in their analysis of partitioning in 
conjunction with syllabus and examination features which can 
be used to control travel time and the nature of fellows 
emerging from the system. Their work, which is reported in 
full as Appendix 4, identifies a number of tools which can 
be used to implement change: 

0 Pass ratios 

0 Syllabus content 

0 Examination length (number of questions and hours) 

0 Type of question (short answer vs. essay) 

0 Type of test (open vs. closed book) 

0 Passing standards (expect better performance on 
critical material) 

0 Frequency of offering exams 

0 Separation of examination units (for example, 
offer 3B only in February and August while 
continuing to offer 3a and 3c in May and November) 

Three partitioning alternatives to stand alone units 
were examined using combinations of these tools. It is 
possible to construct others, but most of the relevant 
issues probably are revealed by exercising these 
abstractions. For clarity, "examination unit" refers to an 
individual examination that is a partition of an 

"examination group". An 8qexamination group" corresponds to 
a part in the 1990 syllabus. Winimum competency" means 
good enough to get by so long as proficiency is demonstrated 
by other means. "Minimum proficiency" means professional 
performance has been demonstrated, a higher standard than 
minimum competency. 
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Method A. 

1) Overall passing score on exam group or, 

2) Minimum competency on all exam units with minimum 
proficiency on exam unit(s) for which credit is 
received. 

Method B. 

1) Minimum proficiency on the exam unit or, 

2) Minimum competency on all exam units with overall 
passing score on exam group. 

Method C. 

Minimum competency on exam units and an overall 
passing score which varies by the number of exam units 
taken. 

With respect to quality control, we suggest examination 
units be subject to partitioned performance analysis, 
including travel time sensitivity calculations, for some 
period of time before final partitioning decisions are made. 

Finally, measures of travel time can be somewhat 
ambiguous and it is preferable to use number of attempts 
over other procedures such as chronological distance from 
first attempt to last. Also, time to associatship and 
fellowship should be measured to the date the last exam 
passed was written, not the date results came out or the 
first meeting which follows. 
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Appendix 1 

UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND GUARANTY COMPANY 

P.O. Box ,138 
BALTIMORLMARYLAND 2,209 

301-547-3205 
CORPORATEACTUARIALDEPARTMENT 

September 6, 1989 

TO: Members of the CAS Partitioned Exam Task Force 

FROM: Richard H. Snader, Vice President-Corporate Actuary 

RE: Examination Statistics 

The program error described in my a/22/89 letter has been 
corrected and the reports recompiled. The reports are 
arranged in packets as described in my a/14/89 letter. 

Packet #l - FCAS, 1979-88 in numerical order 
Packet P2 - FCAS, 1979-88 sorted by number of CAS 

administered exams taken 
Packet P3 - FCAS, 1984-88 in numerical order 
Packet #4 - FCAS, 1984-88 sorted by number of CAS 

administered exams taken 

Statistics contained in the packets can be summarized as 
follows: 

Packet #I2 No. Recorded No. of Average 
Exams Candidates Travel Time 

6 100 4.6 years 
7 139 5.7 
8 80 a.3 
9 101 8.0 

10 80 8.1 

Packet #4 No. Recorded No. of Average 
Exams Candidates Travel Time 

6 84 4.8 years 
7 101 5.7 
8 30 10.1 
9 30 10.4 

10 23 10.7 
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Appendix 1 

It appears as if we are getting a false indication from those 
individuals in packet #4 who took 8 or more CAS administered 
exams. We appear to be selecting individuals who started 
long ago but completed their exams only recently. The more 
typical experience of the recent FCAS would be to take only 6 
or 7 CAS administered exams. Those taking 6 CAS exams would 
most likely have taken Part 4 when it was jointly 
administered with the SOA and the Joint Board. 

Yours truly, 

FcHs:dmb 
Attachments 

cc: Gus Krause 
Michael Toothman 
Education and Testing Methods Task Force 
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Appendix 1 

September 26, 1989 

Richard H. Snader 
Vice President-Corporate Actuary 
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company 
P. 0. Box 1138 
Baltimore, Maryland 21203 

RE: Examination Statistics 

Dear Dick: 

RECEIVED 
()CT 0 5 l%! 

CORPOHfiTE GTiJARlAL 
OEPARTMENT 

I have reviewed the revised Examination Statistics that were attached to your 
letter of September 6th and created a different analysis of empirical Travel 
Times. My focus was on the number of examination sittings beyond Part 3 
required to obtain Fellowship. This seemed to be the basic agreed upon 
definition formulated at the PETF meeting this past May 22nd. The analysis is 
attached and hopefully I have not made any mechanical errors. 

The final column represents an estimate of the number of sittings sought for. 
As indicated, it is the sum of the average sittings per candidate/Fellow past 
Part 4 plus the average number of sittings for Part 4 per candidate only for 
those candidates that passed Part 4 of the CAS administered examination as 
indicated in your packet #3. 

My reaction to the “trend” is that Travel Time has not changed materially over 
the past few years. Based on your comment on the “false indication” caused by 
individuals who started long ago, it may also be the case that a final 
steady-state candidate population has not been obtained. That is to say, there 
is an “age mix” bias that exists over time that may be causing some of the 
trends that we are witnessing. 

Upon further reflection, I came to the conclusion that the lack of a strong 
trend in Travel Time as measured by examination sittings is to be expected. 
This is a direct result of some stability in the passing ratio, i.e. the conventional 
40% passing ratio that has been referred to elsewhere and observed over time. 
Hence, if the probability of passing examinations has not changed much over 
time, then, all other things being equal, the expected number of sittings to pass 
the examinations (Travel Time) will also remain about the same. 
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This further lead me to consider how Travel Time might be measured under a 
partitioned system and compared to today’s Travel Time. I considered the 
simple example where an examination part is partitioned into two examination 
units. If each exam unit sitting is equivalent to one-half of an examination 
part sitting (a fairly reasonable assumption to allow the comparison of Travel 
Time) and passing ratios by exam unit are independent of each other and remain 
unchanged from that of the examination part, then Travel Time will remain 
unchanged. One can calculate the expected number of sittings based on units 
or parts several ways and always come up with “no change”. 

This realization was a bit unnerving. I realized that there must be cases that 
undergo increases in Travel Time while others show decreases. For example, 
some candidates that pass the examination part in one sitting will require at 
least 1 l/2 sittings when two units are substituted. Some candidates that fail 
to pass the examination part the first time will however pass one of the exam 
units and some of these candidates will continue on to pass the complementary 
exam unit where they would not pass the examination part today. 

There is one important facet of this analysis that cannot be overlooked that 
may make the before and after comparisons less valid. The “no change” 
conclusion holds true if we are indeed speaking of the same population of 
candidates. For example, the comparison is not technically correct if some 
candidates never finally pass the examination part but proceed to pass the two 
equivalent examination units after partitioning. 

Furthermore, those candidates that do pass the two units rather than the single 
part will have exhibited a passing grade in each unit: it is no longer possible to 
“average out” subject areas of an examination part and pass it in the 
aggregate. This forces a greater knowledge of the syllabus for successful 
candidates. 

There are further situations that can be considered but the bottom line is that 
theoretical projections must be tempered by the importance attached to the 
various groups of CAS candidates. There will be both positive and negative 
dislocations and it will be up to the PETF to decide which results are more 
important than others in reaching its final recommendations. The 
Consideration that addresses today’s successful candidates is an example of a 
more important area to reflect upon. ,_-- 

CD/de 

cc: Partitioned Examination Task Force 
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84 Fellows 
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&gJJ 

Passed 402 
Failed 254 
Sittings 656 
Candidates 53 
Avg. Travel 12.38 

85 Fellows 
All 

&gJ 
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Appendix 1 Travel 
Time 

Excluding Excluding Including 
Parts 1-3 Parts l-4 Part 4 
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587 532 

11.08 10.04 11.66 

Travel 
Time 

Excluding Excluding Including 
Parts 1-3 Parts l-4 Part 4 
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10.94 10.21 11.76 

Travel 
Time 

Excluding Excluding Including 
Parts l-3 Parts 1-4 Part 4 
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647 593 

11.35 10.40 12.09 

Travel 
Time 

Excluding Excluding Including 
Parts l-3 Parts l-4 Part 4 
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669 616 

11.74 10.81 12.24 

Travel 
Time 

Excluding Excluding 
Parts l-3 

Including 
Parts l-4 Part 4 

359 320 

625 569 

11.57 10.54 11.98 
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1989 SPECIAL SURVEY Appendix 2 

If you have read the CAS “vhite paper”, please answer the 
folloving. If not, skip to Question 4. 

1. In the CAS “vhite paper”, the concept of smaller exam 
units vas set forth. Do you agree that future actuaries 
vi11 be better served vith respect to the considerations 
listed belov if partitioned units replace the current exam 
structure? 

1 2 
Strongly 
Agree 

a. Obtaining the knovledge 11 II 
and skills that are basic 
to the actuarial profession. 

b. Defining the educational [ ] [ ] 
achievements required for 
membership in the CAS. 

c. Providing a means of II [I 
measuring educational 
achievements. 

d. Positioning of the [I II 
actuarial profession 
relative to other 
career options. 

3 

I I 

I 1 

1 I 

I I 

4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 

II [I 

11 II 

[I 11 

II II 

2. Please indicate vhether you agree or disagree vith the 
following points: 

1 2 3 4 5 
Strongly Strongly 

Agree Disagree 

a. Testing practical II 11 II II II 
applications is more 
important than testing 
conceptual understanding. 

b. Associates should be 11 II II II 11 
encouraged to attain 
their FCAS designation. 
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2. (continued) 

c. The current exam 
structure vould serve 
students better if each 
exam vere offered once a 
year vith sittings in 
February, Hay, August and 
November. 

I 1 

d. A partitioned exam I 1 
structure would serve 
students better than the 
current system of Hay and 
November exams if each 
partition vere offered once 
a year vith sittings in 
February, hay, August and 
November. 

e. IE the exams are I 1 
partitioned, it is 
desirable to have the 
option of taking full 
parts or partitioned 
subsets. 

[ 1 

[ I 

I 1 

[I II 

II II 

[I II 

I I 

I I 

[ 1 

3. Please indicate vhether you anree or disagree vith the 
folloving points: 

1 2 
Strongly 

Agree 

a. The CAS should maintain [ ] 
the current structure of 
exam administration. 

b. The CAS should partition [ ] 
all of parts 5-10. 

c. If partitioning is done, [ ] 
at least some of the 
current exams should be 
left intact. 

d. Students vould achieve 
fellovshipe quickly 

[ ] 

if exams vere partitioned. 

e. Students could achieve 
fellovshipe quickly 

[ ] 

if exams vere partitioned. 

I 1 

[ 1 

1 I 

I I 

I 1 

3 

I I 

I 1 

[ 1 

[ I 

[ 1 

4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 

I I 

[ 1 

I I 

[ 1 

I I 

[ 1 

I I 

I 1 

t I 

[ 1 
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4. If you have taken the partitioned Part 3 (Course 120, 
Course 130 or Course 135), please indicate vhether you 
agree or disagree with the folloving statements: 

1 2 
Strongly 
Agree 

a. Partitioning of Part 3 II [I 
helped me to complete it 
more quickly. 

b. Partitioning of Part 3 [ ] [ ] 
helped me to learn the 
material better. 

c. I vould have folloved a [ ] [ ] 
more aggressive Part 3 
study program if it had 
not been partitioned. 

3 

I 1 

i I 

I 1 

4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 

II [I 

[I II 

[I [I 

5. Please indicate vhether YOU arcree or disagree vith the 
followinn statements: _ - 

1 2 
Strongly 

Agree 

3 

I 1 

I I 

I I 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

Partitioning of the 0 II 
CAS exams vould be 
beneficial to students. 

The existence of II II 
m y;;-:;;:e;e 
to continue pursuing an 
actuarial career. 

The existence of 

4 5 
Strongly 
Disagree 

[I [I 

[I [I 

II II 

to continue pursuing an 
actuarial career. 

The present exam 
structure encourages 
me to continue pursuing 
an actuarial career. 

II II [I 11 11 

Absence of an exam II II 
qualification feature 
would make the actuarial 
profession less attractive. 

I I Ll II 

Appendix 2 
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5. (continued) 

f. Hare students vould II II [I [I II 
achieve Associateship 
if exams vere partitioned. 

g. tlore students would II 11 II II II 
achieve Fellovship if 
exams vere partitioned. 

6. Please indicate the number of times you have taken each 
exam : 

Partitioned Exams Non Partitioned Exams 

Course 120 
- Course 130 
- Course 135 

CAS Part 1 
CAS Part 2 
CAS Part 3 
CAS Part 4 
CAS Part 5 
CAS Part 6 
CAS Part 7 
CAS Part El 
CAS Part 9 
CAS Part 10 

7. Which exams have you passed? (Please check all that 
apply) 

Partitioned Exams 

Course 120 
- Course 130 

Course 135 

Non Partitioned Exams 

CAS Fart 1 
CAS Part 2 
CAS Part 3 
CAS Part 4 
CAS Part 5 
CAS Part 6 
CAS Part 7 
CAS Part B 
CAS Part 9 
CAS Part 10 

8. In vhich year did you pass your first exam? 19 

9. If ACAS, year of associateship? 19 

10. If FCAS, year of fellovship? 19 

11. Which of the folloving most closely describes your 
employment status? 

[ ] Insurance Company 
[ ] Consulting Firm 
[ ] Regulatory Agency 
[ ] Bureau or Association 
[ J Other (Please specify) 
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12. Please indicate your highest level of education: (Check 
the one which is most appropriate) 

] Less Than a Bachelor’s Degree (BA or ES) 
[ Bachelor’s Degree (BA or BS) 
] Bachelor’s Degree Plus Some Graduate Work 
] t-laster’s Degree 
] Uorking on an advanced degree beyond Master’s 
] Other Advanced Degree (Please specify) 

13. If you have a Bachelor’s or higher college degree, please 
indicate the area(s) of each of your degrees: (Check all 
that apply) 

[ ] Hathematics 
[ ] Statistics 
[ ] Computer Science 
[ ] Economics/Finance 
I ] Other (Please specify) 

14. If you would like to provide us vith any other comments 
about partitioning of CAS exams, please do so in the space 
provided belov or include a separate lettet with your 
response. 

THANK YOU FOR HELPING US WITH THIS SURVEY 

PLEASE HAIL THE COHPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE TO THE 

Appendix 2 

CAS PARTITIONED EXAtl TASK-FORCE 
C/O CASUALTY ACTUARIAL SOCIETY 

ONE PENN PLAZA 
250 WEST 34TH STREET 

NEV YORK, NEW YORK 10119 
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OUTLINE 

- Response Rate 

- Distribution of Respondents 

- Travel Tie 

- Responses to Survey Questions 

- Comments 

- summary 
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RESPONSE RATE 

- 16.6% Overall Response Rate. 
- Response Rate by Designation Group: 

Grou. ?ii2? -mm ------ 
Fellowa 923 
Bssociates 619 
CBS Students 2700 
Other students 0 

Number Of 
&-qonses w-m- 

164 
132 
267 
141 

Response 
Rate ------w 

17.6% 
21.3 
9.9 

-m-B W-B- w--w- 
Total 4242 704 16.6% 

- 20% of the survey were sent in by people who were not 
mailed a mey. 

- 50% of the Fellow responding received their fellorrship 
between 1985 and 1989. (81) 

19 DE0 1889 loz51 An By Pu55lei C2NlRAL BnAPHICg 
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DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS 

- By Type of Employment, All Respondents Combined. 

- By Type of Employment, FCAS/ACAS population 
compared to Credentialed Respondents. 

- By Designation Level. _ 

- By Partitioned vs. Nonpartitioned Part 3, Students 
only. 

- By Number of Exams Passed. 

- Typical Respondent. 

- Group ‘A’* ~9 Group ‘B 

* A Group ‘A’ respondent is someone who took 
no mofe than 2 attempts to pass any exam. 

22Novlm2 a66AttoYPL266la CENlRAL 6lwwIc2 
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Distribution By Type Of Employment 
All Respondents Combined 

3% Regulatory 

73% Insurance 
Company 

22 Nov 1889 P69 At' BY R26616 

2% Academia 
1% Brokerage 
6% Bureau 
17% Consulting 
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Distribution By Type of Employment 
Fellows and Associates Excluding Retired Actuaries 

70-I 67.6 

24.6 24.7 

22 Hov 1ses a 40 AU BY PL266ltl CE?imAL BRAPHICE 
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Distribution By Designation Level 

L- Student AssociatesB 

23% 
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Distribution Of Students 

+ 61.6 

Nate: Only six Associates and no Fellows have 
taken part 3 as a partitioned exam. 

II 6 
e2Novl8BB1o:ooAmBYPL2mlo cENlR.uBRApH1cs 
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Distribution Of Credentialed Actuaries 
By Education Levels and Travel Rate 

GOsgree/ 
38% 

16% 

piiiziq 

23% 

I Group ‘A’ 
No Advanced Degree 

0 8a 
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Y 

Absolute Distribution By Number Of Exams Passed 

21.50 

22 NOV 1980 lo:07 AN BY PI26618 

(1 1 2 2+ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Number Of Exams rl Q 
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Cumulative Distribution 
Bv Number Of Exams Passed 

1QtM 99.6' 

“(1 1 2 2+ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Number Of Exams 

22 Nov 49sn 40: 1s AM BY -4I4 

cl Qa 
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Profile Of The “Typical” Respondent 

- 84.0% Have Math or Actuarial Degrees 

- 67.4% Do Not Have Advanced Degrees 

- 73.0% fork for an Insurance Company 

- 5.6 Average Exams Passed 

•l 1 
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Distribution Of Group ‘A’ And Group ‘B’ 
By Designation Level 

21% 23% 

12% 51% 

67% 
26% 

Group ‘A Group ‘B’ 

22 Nov 1999 lo:42 AN RY PI26646 

q 11 
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Distribution Of Academic Degrees 
By Designation Level 

20% 
31% 

48% 

62% 
18% 

v -21% 

No Advanced Degree 

22 NOV 19’39 lo: 44 AH BY Fl26616 

Advanced Degree 

CENTRAL BRAPHICS 
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Percent of Group 'A' and Group 'B' 

Group ‘A’ : Group 'Be 
I 

Fellow (81-88) 50.0 i 50.0 

Fellow (86-89) 40.6 i 59.4 

Assoofates (88-88)+ 29.0 ; 71.0 
J 

* Assoaiates of 88-89 are the Fellows of 90-95 

Note: Numbers in Parentheses are Years of Designation 

q 12 
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TRAVEL TIME 

* Average Number of Attempts to Pass Exams 

All Respondents Combined 
Group ‘A’ v9 Group ‘B’ 

* Percent Passing Exams on First Attempt. 

* Trend in Travel Time to Achieve Designation. 

CENTRAL 9nAPHICS 
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Average Number of Attempts to Pass Each Exam 
All Respondents Combined 

12 3 120 130 135 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Part 

22 WV i999 ID.31 AM BY PGaEll6 

0 14 
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Average Number Of Attempts To Pass Exams 
Group ‘A’ vg Group ‘B’ 

2.50, 

m Group 'A' Im Group 'B' 
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Average Number Of Attempts To Pass Exams 
Advanced Degrees vs No Advanced Degrees 

- Early Exams - 

2.001 

f$.so- 

E! 
s 
4 
s l.OO- 

b 
P 

!I R 0.50- 

o.oo- 
Part-> ’ 

1.67 1.72 '.75 
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Average Number Of Attempts To Pass Exams 
Advanced Degrees VB No Advanced Degrees 

- Later Exams - 

2.00 

g1.50 

B 
s 
B 
3 1.00 

8 
P 

!I x 0.50 

0.00 

Part-> 5 6 7 0 9 10 

El 16a 

CENTRAL e(upHIcB 27 NOY lee0 woe Am BY ll28Bl8 
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Percent Passing Exams On First Attempt 

12 3 120 130 135 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Part 0 16 

CEUTRAL ?RIPHIca 
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go- 

Percent Passing Exams On First Attempt 
Advanced Degrees vs No Advanced Degrees 

- Early Exa .ms - 
60.2 

80- 

70- 642 63.3 64.1 626 

60- 

%50- 
ti 
$40- 
PC 

30- 

20- 

lo- 

O- 
Part-> l 2 3 120 130 135 4 

piJ 
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Percent Passing Exams On First Attempt 
Advanced Degrees vs No Advanced Degrees 

- Later Exams - 
62.3 

Part-> 5 6 7 8 9 10 

pi-J 
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!Ii 
$ 

7 

-6 
0 5.12 . . 

Trend In Travel Time 
To Achieve Designation 

6.64 

7.26 

7 n-80 81-86 

Year of Dedgnation 0 17 
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 
ALL RESPONDENTS COMBINED 

- Respondenta supprt meintaiuing current structure, and are 
agamat partitionmg Pa& 5 - 10. 

- Generally, 
T 

?denta are conaietent iu.their rypomwy , 
~p$leea of wtion level and expenence ti parthoniq 

. 

- Pertitio l will make the Actuarial Profeeeion leea attractive 
relative to 7th er Career PieIda. 

- Travel Time will be increased if exama are partitioned - 
supported by experience with partitioned Part 3. 

- Partitioning will diecourage etude& from punmiug the 
Actuarial Profeetdon. 

- Students should be encouraged to achieve PCAS, but fewer would 
if exama are partitioned. 

22 WV iwe a63 AN BY PL2wl6 
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RESPONSES TO SURVEY QUESTIONS 

- All Respondents Combined. 

- Key Questions by Designation Level. 

- Key Questions by Group ‘A 
and Group ‘B’, 

22 NOV 199B 8: 69 AN BY ~~26616 CENTRAL eR4PHIC3 
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Question No. 1 
Better Served By Partitioning 

AU Respondents Combined 

Ikse4ge skill0 Y 
B&c 

cl Qla 290 

I 

De5nhq Educational 
Achlevementa I&q-d (Qlb( 3.33 

I 
I 

Actuarial Fvofe8Eion 

1.00 150 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

Average Score 
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All 
Question No. 2 

Respondents Combined 

Current Structure 
Once a Year 

Average Score 

Associates Should Be q Encouraged 
to Attain FCAS 
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Question No. 3 
All Respondents Combined 

piiJ Maintain 

I 
Current Structure 

If Partitioned Leave 
Some Exams Intact 

WOULD Achieve FCAS 

1 .oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

strongly Ape Average Score Stroqly Dimpee 

El 
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Question No. 4 
Partitioned Part 3 Students 

3.93 

2.87 lora] 
Partitioniqf 
Helped Learn 
Material Better 

More Aaressive 
b73 I 

Inl,l Studv i% 
IYZA If NdT P 

:o am 
as tioned 

1 .oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

Average Score 
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Question No. 4A 
Partitioned Part 3 Students 

Partitioned Helped Complete More Quickly 

Taken 
1 Part 
xl=33 

Taken 
2PlUtI3 
n=41 

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

I 

4.93 

Average Score 

10uEcim?s a0ePMeYPLls677 
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Question No. 4B 
Partitioned Paxt 3 Students 

Partitioned Helped Learn Material Better 

Taken 
1Part 
II=33 

Taken 
2Parta 
n=41 

I 
Taken 

2.95 apart3 
n=l54 

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

~WYarpes Average Score stron%Y wee 
El 

10 DEC lees &LO Fl4 BY PLlS!m CENTRa mAPHIc8 
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Question No. 4C 
Partitioned Part 3 Students 

More Aggressive Study Program If Not Partitioned 

2.30 

Taken 
1 Part 
xl=33 

2.49 
Taken 
2 Parts 
n=41 

I 
I 

Taken 
2.97 3 Parts 

n= 154 

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

Strongly Agree Average Score 
Strongly Disagree 

El 

10 DEC 1989 3~13 PM BY PLl3577 CENTRAL GAAPHICS 
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Question No. 5 
All Respondents Combined 

2.10 

Achleva More 
Aamdabeblps 
lt Partitioned 

Average Score strongly Dh#rss 
IEI 
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Question No. 2a 
Testing Practical Applications 

More Important Than Conceptual 
3.39 Fellows 

I 

3.10 Associates 

Students 
(Nonpartitioned) 

Students 
(Partitioned) 

3.13 All Respondents 

1 .oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

-MY 43-a Average Score ~QlJY ma 
I?3 
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Question No. 5e 
Absence of Exams Makes Career Less Attractive 

1.76 Fellow 

Associates 

Students 

1.00 1.50 200 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

Average Score 
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Question No. 3a 
Maintain Current Exam Structure 

2.01 

I 

2.29 

I 

Fellows 

Associates 

Students 
(Nonpartitioned) 

Students 
(Partitioned) 

All Respondents 

267 

1 .oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

Average Score *04& -w- 
El 

20 DEC 1989 i: 12 PM BY lJl26616 
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Question No. 3b 
Partition All Of Parts 5-10 

Fellows 4.31 

I 

Associates 

Students 
(Nonpartitioned) 

Students 
(Partitioned) 

Average Score *owV Disallrse 
El 

20 DEC 1989 2 13 PM BY PL2wifl 
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Question No. 5a 
Partitioning of Exams Beneficial To Students 

Fellows 

Associates 3.66 

I 
Students 

(Nonpartitioned) 2&J I 

Average Score Strongly Diqree 
El 
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Question No. 5d 
Present Exam Structure Encourages Pursuing Career 

Fellows 

All Respondents 

0 

22 tmv iws R 46 Au BY PL26616 

Average Score 
strongly Ditmgree 

p-J 

__.. 
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SUMMARY OF RESPONSES 
Group ‘A’ vs Group ‘B’ 

Group ‘A’ and Group ‘B’ concur on their opinions 
regarding the exam structure. 

- The CAS should maintain current structure. 

- The CA!3 should not partition all of Parts 
5 - 10. 

22 NOV i969 R 62 All BY PL26616 
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Group ‘A’ 

Question No. 3a 
Maintain Current Structure 

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

22 rmv 1999 (0: 64 An BY lx26616 

Average Score 
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Question No. 3a 
Maintain Current Structure 

strongly ; : Agree ; a- . 
i Strongly Neutral iDisagree ;Dfsagres 

GrpA Nbr 101 i 74 ; 47 ; 55 ; 30 

Prot 32.9 xi 24.1% ! 15.3%; 17.9% i 9.8 % 

GrpB Nbr 103 i 76 i 61 ; 28 

Prot 31.3 %; 23.1% ; 18.5%; 18.5%; 8.5 % 

I 2Qa 

2omi989 2oofwtwfuam7 
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Question No. 3b 
Partition All Parts 5-10 

Group ‘A’ 3.73 

1 .oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

=rwl4 4Pe Average Score strongry m&v= 
I.3 

---___ ~. 
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Question No. 5a 
Partition Of Exams Beneficial 

Group ‘A’ 

1 .oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

22 NOV 1089 10~67 AH BY M-26616 CENTRAL PRAPHICS 

Average Score 
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Question No. 5c 
Selective Partitioning Would Encourage Me 

Group ‘A’ 

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

stronglp 4Pe Average Score StronebDisaCFree 
/siJ 
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Fellows 
Question No. 5a 

Partition Of Exams Beneficial 

Group ‘A 

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

Average Score 
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Associates 
Question No. 5a 

Partition Of Exams Beneficial 

Group 'A' 

1 .oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

=-%4 me Average Score =wdY mw?- 
pJ 
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Students 
Question No. 5a 

Partition Of Exams Beneficial 

Group ‘A’ 

1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 

Average Score 

19 OEC 1229 C21 f’M BY f’Ll9B77 cENluu sfufwIc8 
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Question No. 5d 
Present Exam Structure Encourages Me 

Group ‘A’ 2.37 

1 .oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00 
StroIlgly Agree 

Average Score Strongly Dhgree 

El 
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COMMENTS 

- 354 out of 704 respondents wrote comments. 
Comments represent the viewpoints of approximately 
half the respondents 

- Comment results are consistent acrow designation 
level and experience with partitioned Part 3. 

22 NOV 1999 2~62 AN BY FL26616 CENTRAL 2RApHICS 



TOP TEN COMMENTS 
1. Partitioning will increase travel time. (88) 
2. Quality of education and Actuaries will not be enhanced 

or will be reduced. (52) 
3. Offer each exam biannually. (52) 
4. Students wilI be discouraged from entering profession or 

discouraged from taking exam3 or leave the profession 
altogether. (50) 

5. Because of negative experience with partitioned Part 3, 
I am against partitioning. (47) 

6. Students who o t to sit for a whole exam will be handica 
again& those w % e 

ped 
o will just sit for one part of an exam, 44) 

7. Partitioning makes it more difficult to stress 3ynthesi3 
and integration of knowledge. (31) 

8. Keep the exam3 a3 they are, but improve the content and 
desqn, (25) 

9. I strongly disagree with partitioning. (20) 
10. Exams should be offered 3 to 4 times per year. (20) 

Note: The figures in paroentheais indicate the number 
of time8 the comment appeared in the survey. 

Appendix 2 
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SUMMARY 

- 16.6% Response Rate. 

- Even without Partitioning, Travel Time is Increasing. 

- Respondents are “Pro” Maintaining Current Structure, 

- Respondents are Again& Partitioning Parts 5 - 10. 

- Respondents support current structure regardless 
of designation level. 

PNOVlS69 SzWAM0YPi26616 CENmAL SRAPHICS 



CAS SYLLABUS MILESTONES 

1960 - 1990 
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CAS Syllabus Milestones 

Ancient History 

. Prior to 1960 the CAS maintained a completely separate 
eight exam syllabus. Exams were given annually in May. 

. There was no General Mathematics exam. Part 1 covered 
Probability and Statistics as separate topics. Part 2a 
covered Life Insurance Mathematics; 2b covered Principles 
of Insurance, Economics and Investments. Parts 1 and 2 
were partitioned into four separate sub parts. 

. 'Other exam topic arrangements were quite similar to exams 
given through the 10 exam syllabus of 1975, but there 
was no partitioning beyond Part 2. 

. The last two examinations could be waived by "presenting 
an original thesis on an approved subject relating to 
insurance". This was known as the "paper route". The 
paper route was discontinued in 1962. 

Joint Administration 

. A three hour General Mathematics exam was introduced in 
1960. 

. Parts 2 and 3 corresponded to ancient Parts 1 and 2. 
Part 2 was partitioned until 1963. Part 3 was partitioned 
until 1969. 

. In 1962 the CAS began joint administration of Part 1 with 
the SOA. 

. In 1966 joint administration of both Parts 1 and 2 began. 

The Eight Exam Syllabus 

. From 1966 to 1968 the CAS administered a syllabus of eight 
three hour exams including jointly administered Parts 1 
and 2. Exams were given annually in May. 

. Four exams were required for ACAS. 

. Parts 1 and 2 were multiple choice; the remaining exams 
were essay type. 

. Part 3 was "partitioned". Parts 3a and 3b could be taken 
and passed separately. 

- Part 3a was called Elementary Life Insurance 
Mathematics. This was not a very rigorous 
examination. The textbook was very elementary. 

-l- 
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- Part 3b was called General Principles of Insurance, 
Insurance Economics and Investments. 

. Ratemaking was one half of a three hour exam. The 
other half was Insurance Coverages and Policy Forms. 

The Nine Exam Syllabus 

. From 1969 to 1974 the CAS administered a nine exam 
syllabus consisting of 7 three hour exams and 2 two 
hour exams. Total exam hours were increased from 24 
to 25. Exams were given in May and November. 

. Five exams were required for ACAS. 

. Part 3 became a separate two hour exam covering 
Compound Interest and Life Contingencies. This 
exam corresponded to Part 3a of the eight exam 
syllabus. 

. Part 4 covered (a) Economics and Risk Theory and 
(b) Insurance Coverages and Policy Forms. Part 4 
corresponded to Parts 3b and 4a of the eight exam 
syllabus. 

. Under the new syllabus, new Parts 4a and 4b could be 
taken separately during a brief transition period. 

. Part 5 covered (a) Ratemaking and (b) Insurance 
Statistics and Data Processing. Part 5 corresponded 
to 4b and 8a of the eight exam syllabus. 

. New Part 6, the "law" exam, was previously Part 5 
and the new Part 7, the "reserve" exam, was previously 
Part 6. 

. Part 8 became a separate two hour exam covering Individual 
Risk Rating. Previously it was Part 7a of the eight exam 
syllabus. 

. Part 9 covered Advanced Insurance Problems which were 
previously covered under Part 7b (Underwriting and 
Administration) and 8b (Advanced Ratemaking). 

. Summarizing, the nine exam syllabus was little more than 
a rearrangement of the eight exam syllabus with one half 
hour of testing added to the Life Contingencies and 
Individual Risk Rating topics. 

-2- 
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The Ten Exam Syllabus --- 

. The current exam syllabus was effective beginning with 
the 1975 examinations. It initially consisted of ten 
exams, nine of which were three hours in length and one 
was four hours in length, for a total of 31 hours. 

. Seven exams are required for ACAS. At the time the 10 
exam syllabus was adopted, there was considerable 
sentiment in favor of an experience requirement. The 
seven exam ACAS requirement was viewed as a proxy for 
the experience requirement. 

. The principal change was the addition of Part 3 covering 
Numerical Analysis and Theory of Interest, which was 
jointly administered with the SOA. 

. Life Contingencies was separated from Theory of Interest 
and became section (a) of Part 4. Section (b) was new 
material covering Operations Research and Data Processing. 
The Jordan text for life contingencies was introduced at 
this time. 

. Old Part 4 became Part 5, old Part 5 became Part 6, old 
Part 6 became Part 7, and old Part 7 became Part 8. 

. Advanced Ratemaking was combined with Individual Risk 
rating to form Part 9. 

. Part 10 consisted of Insurance Company Operations, 
Reinsurance and Current Topics. 

. During a brief transition period Parts 4a, 4b, 9a and 9b 
could be taken and passed separately. 

. In 1979 Parts 6 and 7 were increased to four hours. 

. Forecasting was added to Part 10 in 1978, and Part 10 was 
increased to four hours in 1982. 

a Summarizing, SOA Part 3 was incorporated into the CAS 
syllabus; new material was added on Operations Research; 
and testing time was expanded for other topics. 

The Enrolled Actuaries Experiment - 

. Part 4 was a jointly sponsored exam from 1980 to 1982. 
The sponsors were the CAS, the SOA and the Joint Board 
for Enrollment of Actuaries. 

. In order to comply with the Joint Board's enrollment 
requirements, the SOA was forced to restructure its 
syllabus and offer a more elementary exam on interest 

-3- 
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and life contingencies. This event presented an 
opportunity for joint CAS sponsorship; and apparently 
motivated by ecumenical spirit, the CAS agreed to the 
arrangement. 

. As a result, Theory of Interest and Life Contingencies 
were combined in Part 4, which became a four hour exam. 
Operations Research was moved to Part 3, and combined 
with Numerical Analysis and Applied Statistics. 
Operations Research was a new topic for the SOA; Applied 
Statistics was a new topic for both the CAS and SOA. 

. Because of low pass ratios imposed on both the CAS and 
SOA by the Joint Board and because of overemphasis on 
life contingency and pension topics not considered useful 
to casualty actuaries, the CAS ended its joint sponsorship 
of Part 4 in 1983. 

. In 1983 Credibility Theory was added to CAS Part 4. Part 
3, which is still jointly sponsored, was increased to four 
hours. 

The Canadian Connection - 

. A specific Canadian section was introduced into Part 8 
in 1987, making it necessary for candidates to specify at 
the time of application whether they were sitting for the 
US or Canadian version. 

. In 1988 Part 8 was increased to four hours. 

. In 1989 the separate Canadian Part 8 was dropped in favor 
of increased Canadian content throughout the syllabus. 

Modern Times -- 

. Part 3 was partitioned in 1987. 

. In 1990 Operations Research will no longer be required by 
the CAS. In its place a new exam (Part 3B), Introduction 
to Property and Casualty Insurance will be given. 

. Also in 1990 Insurance Coverages, etc. will no longer be 
tested in Part 5. Instead a section on Finance will be 
added as Part 5B. Part 5A will be Economics and Risk 
Theory. Part 5 will be partitioned during a transition 
period lasting through 1991. 

. The syllabus now requires 37 hours of testing. 
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Part 

1 

2 

3 

rr 

5 

6 

7 

I3 

9 

10 

5 

SYLLABUS O? EXMlNATIOlW 

(Effective with 1975 Exsmlnationa) 

Subject 

Central Mathematic@* 

Probability and Stttittict’ 

Numerical Analyrlr and Theory of InttrtOt* 

(a) Lift Contlngtncitr 

(b) Optrstiont Rtstsrch, Dtcltlon Theory, Dttt Proctnting 

Prlneipltt of Economlco, Theory of Rirk Md Inruranct 

Forma, Covcragtr, Underwriting, Product Dtaign, MarkstinS 

Prlncipltt of fbtcmaking and fnsurMCe Statittlct 

Insurance Accounting and Rpanrt hd~sia 
Premium, Lo*t , and Ehpcnoe Rtotrveo 

Inturtnct Laws Supervision and Regulation 

Statutoly Insur4nccr 

(a) Advanced Ratemaking 

(b) Indlvldual Rlrk ItAting 

Optrationt of Inturtnc* Comp~l40, RtintUrMCt, 

Topicr of Current Intarest 

l JoFntly adminltttrtd with the Society of ktuarieo 
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Subjcc t 

General Mathematics jointly rponsorcd 
with the Society of I ctuarles) 

Probablllty and Gtatlstics (jointly 
sponaorcd with the Society of Actuaries) 

Compound Intorert end Life Contlngenclcs 

(a) 
(b) 
13 

Principle8 of Economlcr: Theory of 
Risk end Insurance 
Ineur~ce Coverages and Policy Forms 

Prlnclples of Ratemaking 
Inw~rance Statistics end Data Proccss- 
m 

FELLnYSHIP 

(a) Ineurancc Law) Supervision, Regula- 
tion, and Taxation 

(b) Statutory Insurances 

(a) Insurance Accounting and Erpenee 
AlP.ly~lS 

(b) Premium, Loan, and Expense Reserves 

Individual Rlak RatLng 

Advanced Insurance Problems 
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TRAVEL TIME 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Travel Time is one of the additional considerations emphasized 
bv the EPC in its White Paper. The intent of the EPC is to 
eliminate or m1nlmlte any' potential dfsadvantages that a 
partitioned examination system might have on these 
considerations: "the intended effect in all such areas" are to 
be "clearly described". There is one specific consideration 
addressing Travel Time: 

Travel time should be affected as little as possible. 

There Is also a consideration that implicitly relates to 
Travel Time: 

There should be minimal effect due to any new system on 
candidates succeeding under the current system. 

This consideration would also focus on the effects the 
transltion to a partitioned examinatlon system will have on 
candidates successful under the current system. 

In’ addressing the Travel Time considerations tn Section II. 
several different issues will be examined. These issues bear 
on certain qualtties of the examination system that will be 
affected by partftioned examinations and the resultant effects 
on various types of CAS candidates. They are important 
attributes to consider when evaluating an examination process 
under a partltloned structure. This discussion will be 
followed in Section III by a presentation of changes to the 
examinatlon system and implementation methods that would 
likely affect Travel Time. The evaluation of these items 
against the White Paper Criteria as prioritized by the Task 
Force then follows in Section IV before a final concluding 
section (Section V). 
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For the sake of clarity, a few initial remarks are in order. 
When speaking of partitioned examination units, the term 
"examination unit" will be used to refer to an individual 
"stand alone" examination that is a partition of an 
"examination group". An examination group, in turn, is meant 
to basically correspond to a single examination Part in 
today's environment. 

In the discussions surrounding current successful candidates, 
no judament is made as to what would constitute successful 
candidctes in the future, with or without partitioned 
examinations. Given the discussions addressing the future of 
the actuarial profession, there is a distinct possibility that 
tomorrow's successful candidate, when spoken of in the same 
light as today's successful candidate. may possess certain 
attributes and exam passing qualities that may very well be 
unlike today's. Furthermore, their exam performance may also 
differ with respect to the frequency with which exams are 
passed or the number of exams sat for over a period of time. 
For comparison purposes, the evaluation of exam performance 
may need to translate exam units under a partitioned system to 
a basis eauivalent to todav's examination Darts. Hence. the 
pace at which todays's suciessful candidate'progresses through 
the examination parts is the focal point of all comments In 
this regard. 

Finally, a working definition of Travel Time is needed. In 
this report it is defined as the number of separate 
examination sittings beyond Part 3 required by a candidate to 
attain fellowship in the GAS. Travel Time may be further 
defined by the context in which It is used, e.g. the average 
Travel Time for all 1988 Fellows. 
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I I. TRAVEL TIME ISSUES 

CURRENT SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES 

All other thinas beina eaual. oartitioned examinations at 
first-glance might be "exRecteb 'to increase the number of 
sittinas. and therefore Travel Time, of today's successful 
candidates. If an otherwise successful candidate is required 
to compete at the same level as today for passing an 
examination unit, then the increase in the number of separate 
exam units may leave the candidate passing some but not all 
the units that are equivalent to one of today's examinations. 

It is our a priori judgement that partitioning would increase 
the travel time of currently successful candidates. This 
effect is exoected because the candidates would have to 
display competency at a finer level of examination. As such 
the "subsidization" intrinsic in today's process, wherein a 
strength in one area of the syllabus can buttress a weakness 
in another area of the syllabus, will be reduced. This is 
difficult to measure empirically without sampling and 
evaluating by way of illustration the performance of all 
candidates in the sections of a given examination as it now 
stands. The sections of today's-examinations represent the 
most read1 1~ available means of recasting them on a 
partitioned basis. 

In order to better analyze this issue, it may be necessary to 
record candidates' scoies on some partitioned basis for a 
period of time before a strict partitioned examination system 
is actually implemented. 

LESS SUCCESSFUL CANDIDATES 

A less successful candidate may require several sittings in 
order to pass an examination part. On the surface it would 
appear that partitioned exams might allow the candidate to 
oass an examination unit in an area in which the candidate IS 
strong and thereby provide the candidate with at least some 
progress at any one sitting. Subsequent sittings would 
require that the candidate only pass those remaining exam 
units that have not yet been passed. All other things being 
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equal, some such candidates will likely pass the equivalent of 
one of today's examinations in fewer sittings. Some of these 
candidates may progress further along in the examination 
process and complete the examinations given the the measure of 
success offered by partitioned exams. For candidates in this 
category seeking to strike an effective balance between study 
and work commitments, partitioning offers additional 
alternatives. 

NEW ENTRANTS AND MARGINAL PERFORMERS 

In the future under a partitioned examination system, there 
will be some new entrants into the examination process as a 
direct result of partitioned examinations. These candidates 
would not have entered the examination process under the 
current system but are attracted by a partitioned system. The 
opportunity will exist to sit for smaller ,examination units 
vis-a-vis today's examinations. These candidates may continue 
taking exam units over a long period of time so long as they 
experience some success. Inclusion of this group may result 
in an apparent Travel Time increase. 

There is another group of candidates whose decision to enter 
the examination process will not be affected by the 
partitioning issue. This group represents marginal performers 
who are not able to make significant progress under the 
current system. It must be considered that such candidates 
may not remain in the examination process as long under 
today's environment. 

While precise identification of these groups will not be 
possible, their existence must be recognized in order to make 
reasonable and consistent assessments of exam performance when 
evaluating Travel Time effects. 

COMPETITION 

Exam strategies will undergo change under a partitioned 
examination system. Each candidate will oursue his/her best 
strategy given his/her strengths, weaknesses, performance 
history, ambition, and study budget. The level of 
preparedness for an individual exam unit will likely increase 
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relative to the level that exists today for 
This will result in increased competition . . . . . . 

an examination. 
from candidates . 

conceritratlng on one or two partltloned exams as opposed to 
the equivalent full examination today. 

To the extent that successful candidates perform poorly on 
some section of one of today's examination parts, partitioning 
would result in the additional accumulation of candidates that 
correspond to this group who are weak in a given exam unit. 
This would result in a less competitive situation for stronger 
candidates, all other things being equal. The redefined 
notion of competition at the exam unit level may be more 
acute, or pronounced, than competition at the 1989 examination 
part level. Put another way, the greater variability in 
performance by candidates at the exam unit level must be 
recognized. 

If examination units under a partitoned system are meant to 
stand alone, both as to their actual offering (sittings) and 
recognition for successful completion, then it becomes 
necessary to discrimate among candidates at this more refined 
level. Establishing a competitive performance standard at the 
examination unit level. somehow equivalent to that which 
exists today at the examination part, requires striking a 
balance between the forces working to increase and decrease 
competition. 

EQUITY 

Performance standards are meant to assure "fair and eauitable 
treatment of all candidates" under a partitioned examination 
system as specified by another consideration in the EPC White 
Paper. It would seem that an inequity is created in the 
evaluation of candidates under a partitioned examination 
system if some candidates are concentrating on only some of 
the exam parts within an examination group while others focus 
on the entire examination group. To some extent one could 
argue that this situation exists today. However, the 
disparity among candidates as to the total number of exam 
units written during one examination period will increase 
under partitioning over today's levels. Partitioning will 
create an environment where stability in the fair and 
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equitable treatment of candidates at the exam unit level will 
undergo dlsruption and where that equity will be more 
difficult to maintain once it is "achieved". 

Since partitioning, at the minimum. affords the recognition of 
"mlnimum competency" at the exam unit level, there is an 
additional measure of equity at the examination group level 
that can be considered. Equivalency of equity at the exam 
group level and equity at the 1989 examination part level may 
be desired. 

There is a close relationship between equity and competition 
as further discussions will point out. Partitioning must 
strike a balance between inequities at the examination group 
(1989 part) level, associated with surges in competition, and 
increased focus on equity at the exam unit level, associated 
with minimum competency standards. 
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111. CKANcEs TO THE EXAMINATION PROCESS AND IMPLEMENTATION 
ETHODS 

In Section II we illustrated the effects that partitioning 
might have on the students taking the exams. In this Section 
we list those changes we can make, either to the way exams are 
given or to the way the exams are structured, to control those 
effects. 

A. Changes to the Examination Process 

1. Passing Ratios 

A direct influence on Travel Time that relates to 
the issue of performance standards is afforded by 
Passing Ratios. This represents the percentage of 
all candidates that are successful in passing a 
given exam. It can be fine tuned to exclude 
Ineffective candidates who fail to achieve a 
"minimum grade", less than fifty percent of the 
passing grade. The passing grade controls the 
passing ratio. 

All other things being equal, it is obvious that an 
increase in passlng ratios will produce more 
successful candidates per examination or examination 
unit and, in the long run, it will decrease Travel 
Time. 

2. Examination content 

The amount of subject matter to be tested directly 
affects the study time needed to pass an 
examination. Increasing the volume of material 
tested per examination hour, or increasing the 
volume in the aggregate. can be construed to 
increase Travel Time. With partitioning, it would 
seem less onerous to add material to the 
examinations. There would therefore be enhanced 
opportunities to increase "Travel Time" as measured 
by material contained in the syllabus. 
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3. Examination Length as Measured by the Number of 
Questions 

A smaller number of questions within an examination 
or examination unit can make it more difficult to 
accurately discriminate among candidates. This may 
cause some candidates to fall into a marginal group 
if they just miss a passing grade because the 
evaluation afforded by the question mix was not 
sharp enough. Erring on the conservative side, i.e. 
passing fewer candidates than more candidates, 
penalizes those candidates in the marginal group. 

4. Examination Length as Measured by Examination Hours 

If the number of questions were not altered for an 
examination today. then increasing the amount of 
time with which tb.write the exam will reduce stress 
on candidates and allow them to perform closer to a 
true representation of their abilities. 
Discrimination would be enhanced and perhaps Travel 
Time reduced for some candidates. 

A further variation is to also increase the number 
of questions with or without increasing the amount 
of time given for writing the examination. This 
should also improve discrimination but will have 
less influence on the stress element. 

5. Essay Questions 

More essay questions will force the greater 
assimilation of several subjects and concepts even 
at the examination unit level. Although grading 
could become somewhat more subjective,, the 
opportunity to provide greater discrimination 
exists. This in turn can decrease Travel Time. 

6. Open Book Examinations 

This might be an alternative for the less critical 
exam units or for those exam units that cover a vast 
amount of material. 
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7. Varying Examination Passing Standards 

As a further variation on the minimum competency and 
oroficiency standards introduced earlier, it may be 
feasible to reduce the degree of competency or 
proficiency required on some exam parts and perhaps 
increase them on others. Less critical exam units, 
such as economics, might carry lower competency or 
oroficiency standards than the more critical exam 
onits, such as ratemaking or reserving. Changes in 
competency level requirements can be used to affect 
Travel Time. 

8. Frequency of Offering Examinations 

At some time in the mid-seventies during the 
transition to new standards for Associateship. some 
CAS examinations were offered twice a year. The 
increased opportunity to pass an examination 
provides a method where Travel Time per se may not 
be affected but the total elapsed calendar time to 
fellowship can be reduced for some candidates. It 
is conceivable that there could be more than two 
examination cycles a year. 

9. Separation of Examination Units 

It may be possible to alter the frequency with which 
exam units are offered in the future while still 
maintaining the annual examination part cycle that 
exists today. This would entail offering all exam 
units for a given examination group within a six 
month period while splitting the exam units of a 
given examination group between two, maybe even 
three, sittings. Exams would take place more 
freauentlv. sav every three months. All candidates 
would be-competing -for the same exam unit without 
regard to other units within an examination group. 
For example, an examination partitioned into two 
exam units would result in one exam unit being 
offered in February and the other in May. This 
approach would maintain the same total examination 
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hours between an exam group under partitioning and 
the equivalent 1989 examination part. It also 
affords the opportunity whereby candidates are 
provided equivalent preparation and study time which 
reduces competltlve Inequities introduced by 
offering all exam units of an exam group at the same 
time. 

8. Implementation Methods: Competency and Minimum Performance 

There are several partitioned examination implementation 
Methods that are worthy of discussion. They present 
themselves when the effects on a less than perfect 
candidate presented earlier are considered more 
carefully. Suppose that an examination group is offered 
in several exam units. For each unit there are minimum 
competency and proficiency performance possibilities, the 
latter requiring a higher empirical exam grade. Further, 
the examination group is assigned an overall passing 
grade developed from the grades of the individual exam 
units. A candidate would earn credit for an examination 
group and all its units by attaining an overall 
examination passing grade. A candidate could also earn 
credit for an exam unit by attaining minimum competency 
grades on all units and a proficient grade on the exam 
units(s) for which credit is given. Partially successful 
candidates would still need to take the full examination 
group in order to pass the other exam units, but the 
candidate would need only maintain minimum competency 
grades on those exam units already earned. 

Transition rules would need to be devised so that a 
student is m penalized if exam units within an 
examination group are exchanged for others or if an exam 
unit passed by the student is dropped from the syllabus 
altogether. For example. if a student oasses one exam 
unit- in an examination. group but that exam unit is 
subsequently replaced by another, then the student starts 
anew with the examination group. If the exam unit the 
student passed is moved to an examination group that the 
student has already gained credit for, then the student 
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is penalized in that no benefit was gained from having 
passed that exam unit. Similar invisible penalties can 
be incurred under the current system when subject matter 
is moved from one part of the syllabus to another. 

Another possible Method would be to provide credit for an 
exam unit if the candidate obtains a oroficient grade on 
that exam unit or provide credit for the- entire 
examination group if the candidate achieves a minimum 
competency grade on all exam units at the same time that 
an overall passing grade is achieved. If any exam units 
are passed, then the student may obtain at future exam 
sittings a proficient grade on -those exam units of the 
examination group that remain to be passed in order to 
obtain credit for them. Exam units could be taken 
individually and therefore stand on their own as 
independent "examinationsH. It may be oossible that 
under this Method a student may feel it is to his/her 
advantage to take the entire examination group all over 
to obtain an overall passing score rather than what may 
be perceived as the mare difficult to obtain proficient 
scores on the remaining exam units. 

Yet a third variation would require minimum competency 
grades for individual exam units and an overall grade 
which would vary inversely with the number of exam units 
taken. For example, if a candidate sat for units A, 6, 
C, and D, then the overall grade needed for passing might 
be 55% compared to 60% if only units A and B were 
written. Minimum comnetencv for all exam units is 
implied by the overall grade so no credit woulb be 
received if the overall grade was below the passing grade 
even though the candidate did very well (proficient 
grade) on one exam unit. 
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IV. EVALUATION OF METHODS AND CHANGES 

A. Ovetvi ew 

In the previous section, changes to the current 
examination process and a series of implementation 
methods for a partitioned examination system having some 
bearing on travel time, were presented. To assist in the 
evaluation and comparison of these various items, they 
are summarized below: 

1. Changes to Examination Process: 

The first seven types of changes are presented as 
methods that have some influence in the way students' 
knowledge are tested. The last two are presented as 
methods that can influence students' exam behaviors. 

1) Passing Ratios 

2) Examination content 

3) Examination Length as Measured by the Number of 
Questions 

4) Examination Length as Measured by Examination 
Hours 

5) Essay Questions 

6) Open Book Examinations 

7) Varying Examination Passing Standards 

El) Frequency of Offering Examinations 

9) Separation of Examination Units 

2. Implementation Methods: 

The three approaches outlined below represent 
alternatives to stand alone exam units. They are 
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meant to suggest alternative ways to measure 
standards of achievement. Their descriptions 
indicate the basis upon which credit for an 
examination unit is given. 

Method A 

1) Overall passing score on exam group or, 

2) Minimum competency on all exam unlts with 
minimum proficiency on exam unit(s) for 
which credit is received. 

Method B 

1) Minimum proficiency on the exam unit or, 

2) Minimum competency on all exam units with 
overall passing score on exam group. 

Method C 

Minimum competency on exam units and an overall 
passing score which varies by the number of 
exam units taken. 

There are three broad methods of "offering" 
examinations in smaller unlts. An evaluation must 
be made as to the suitability of alternatlves to 
letting each exam unit stand on its own as being In 
the spirit of the intent of the EPC with respect to 
PES. The three broad methods are: 

1) Offer exam unit sittings but provide 
credit only on an examination group basis 
once all units have been passed. 

2) Offer credit for smaller exam units but 
require that the overall score on all exam 
units in an exam group wrltten at the same 
sitting affect obtaining that credit. 
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3) Offer b;;&,sittings and credit at the exam 
unit Examinatlon 
essentially . irrelevant 

groups are 
except when 

designating ACAS or Student status. 

The last method listed is that which everyone seems 
to be thinking about. Under such a method it seems 
very difficult to satisfy the intended resolution of 
the Travel Time issue vis-a-vis today's standards. 

The three implementation Methods offer alternatives 
to the third level above. Each of them involve the 
use of different focal points regarding the issues 
of competition and equity. 

6. Changes to Examination Process 

1. Introduction 

As illustrated in the previous section, each of the 
Methods have, in their own way, a direct bearing on 
Travel Time. In assessing the various Methods, the 
actions for each which result in increased versus 
reduced Travel Time are identlfied. These need to 
be compared with the Decision Criteria that have 
been identified as critical by the PETF. Where a 
significant impact results on other criteria, those 
criteria are also discussed. 

2. Dfscussion of Changes 

1) Passing Ratios 

Everything else being equal, increasing passing 
ratios (or reducing passing grades) would 
decrease Travel Time. 

Such an action runs touter to the Educational 
Objectives, as it allows for lower standards of 
educational achievement. It also infers a 
different type of FCAS. potentially allowing 
for marginal candidates to acquire the coveted 
professional designation. 
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Quality of Education should not be affected by 
this change. The administration of examination 
should also not be materially affected. 

2) Examination Content 

Increasing the amount of subject matter to be 
tested could be seen as increasing Travel 
Time. Conversely, streamlining or reducing 
current exam material for a given exam unit 
could effectively decrease Travel Time. 

However, in an attempt to streamline the exam 
material for smaller exam units, there is a 
risk that there will not be a sufficient amount 
of subject matter remaining to fairly measure 
educational achievement. This risk is even 
more so if some exam material is actually 
dropped from the syllabus. Such actions 
certainly run counter to the Educational 
Objectives criterion. 

Quality of Education should not be affected too 
much to the extent that critical oieces of 
subject matter are retained. Dropping some of 
those critical syllabus items without replacing 
them with material of similar import might 
result in a lower Quality of Education. 

By streamlining exam material, there is a 
potential that FCAS graduates will ultimately 
lack certain skills or discipline in the areas 
of time management, memory capacity, synthesis 
and the ability to isolate important material. 

3) Examination Length as Measured by the Number of 
Questions 

A larger number of questions within an 
examination allows for better discrimination 
among candidates. To the extent that one 
increases the number of questions, the margin 
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of error in accurately assessing passing and 
failing performances will decrease. This is 
even more imoortant for smaller exam units 
where the number of questions tend to be small. 

With smaller exam units, one should strive to 
have a higher ratio of questions to the amount 
of subject matter in order to avoid an increase 
in Travel Time. In this way it may be possible 
to improve the way educational achievement is 
measured, thus responding to the Educational 
Objectives in a positive manner. 

The Quality of Education and Type of FCAS 
criteria should not be affected by increasing 
the number of questions. The increased number 
of questions would translate into an increase 
in the administration of the exams. 

4) Examination Length as Measured by Examination 
Hours 

Allowing more time to answer the same number of 
questions, everything else being equal, also 
results in an improvement in the discrimination 
characteristics of an exam. 

Increasing the exam length implies a change in 
the standard of educational achievement. To 
the extent that today's standard is to measure 
the ability of the candidates to perform well 
within a certain time constraint, any increase 
in time allowed would run counter to the 
current Educational Objectives. 

Similarly, the Type of FCAS emerging in the 
future may change. The Quality of Education 
should not be affected. There should be no 
effect on the administration of the exams. 
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5) Essay Questions 

Restrictins exams to essav tvpe auestions also 
results in an improvement -in 'the area of 
discrimination. Eliminating quick multiple 
choice "trap" questions will force candidates 
to concentrate more on the subject matter 
itself. This obviously results in a slight 
deviation from current standards of educational 
achievement which should be regarded as a 
positive outcome. 

The Tvoe of FCAS miaht also be different. but 
again"it should be seen as a positive outcome. 
Quality of education should not be affected. 
Exam administration would increase as a result 
of the extra demand placed on fairly correcting 
these essay type questions. 

6) Open Book Examinations 

This is not anticipated as having any material 
impact on Educational Objectives or Quality of 
Education. It can affect the Type of FCAS as 
it focuses on the synthesis and application of 
subject material. Administration will be more 
difficult in the areas of creating questions 
for examinations and grading. 

7) Varying Examination Passing Standards 

One way to limit increases in travel time as a 
result of Partitioning would be to allow for 
varying passing scores on the various exam 
units. A higher level of competency would be 
required on units considered critical. Those 
would be the exams testing basic areas of 
knowledge and skill necessary to obtain the 
competence to practice in the various actuarial 
specialties. Two examples of such basic areas 
would involve exam units testing ratemaking and 
reserving techniques. A lower standard would 
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be required on units involving complementary 
knowledge. Subjects such as Economics, 
Finance, Policy forms and Coverage, etc. would 
seem to be areas where one need only assert 
minimum competency. 

Although varying passing standards explicitly 
results in a chanae in the way we measure 
educational achieveient. it makes- it easier to 
focus on one of the fundamental CAS principles 
of fostering a program of actuarial education. 
Hence the current Educational Objectives could 
still be preserved under some system of varying 
passing grades. 

Similarly, it is reasonable to believe that the 
Type of FCAS would be different as a result of 
these changes because of the way achievement 
would be measured. Again, this outcome should 
not necessarily be interpreted in a negative 
way. A better Type of FCAS may very well 
emerge! 

Quality of Education should not be affected by 
this change. The Administration of 
Examinations should also not be materially 
affected. 

8) Frequency of Offering Examination 

This type of change, even though it does not 
reduce the number of sittings to completion, 
allows candidates to perform at a faster pace. 
Under such a scheme, exam units beyond what is 
today Part 3 would be offered more than once a 
year. 

This type of change does not have any bearing 
on the Educational Objectives, Quality of 
Education or Type of FCAS criteria. It would 
add a significant burden to exam administration 
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and could seriously injure the ability to 
adequately staff the Examination Committee on a 
volunteer basis. 

9) Separation of Examination Units 

This change entails spreading out the units 
within an exam aroup over the entire exam 
cycle. The elapied 'time between successive 
units could be established based on the volume 
of material or based on the expected number of 
study hours needed to prepare for each unit. 
Travel time by itself is not affected under 
such a scheme, but it does reduce the 
competitive inequities that arise from a 
partitioned examination process. 

This type of chanae does not have any bearing 
on tlie Educatiin Objectives, Quality of 
Education or Type of FCAS. It does however 
have some bearing on the administration of the 
exams. It would appear that even though the 
work within an exam committee could be 
subdivided into parts. the sum of the workloads 
involved with all the subdivisions might be 
more than the workload of admlnisterina a 
single exam group sitting. For each init 
within the cycle. some work might be duplicated 
and some of the resources might also grow 
thin. This may be most pronounced when an exam 
cycle is split into more than two sittings. 

3. Synopsis of Changes to Examination Process 

Each of the changes was discussed in comparison to 
the Critical Decision Criteria. These changes are 
not mutually exclusive with respect to 
implementation. which means that they can be used 
with one another. For example. spreading out the 
exam cycle could be used in conjunction with 
frequency of exam offering. Exam cycles could be 
offered twice a year, combining the advantages of 
the two schemes. This could however compound the 
problem of the administration of the exams. 
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Some of the changes were weighed against the 
increased administration of exams, even though this 
was not identified as a Critical Decision Criteria. 
To the extent that some degree of computerization is 
achieved, administration of exams might be less of a 
concern in certain respects. A computerized student 
data base would certainly help administration. 

C. Implementation Methods 

1. Introduction 

In this second part, different approaches of 
measuring the standard achievement on partitioned 
exam groups are compared to the simple case of 
having a single standard for a stand alone exam 
unit. In other words, should we recognize different 
standards for candidates writing more than one unit 
within a exam group? The goal is to reduce if not 
eliminate the competitive inequities that could 
arise with exam partitioning. 

These Methods also attempt to resolve the philosophy 
impllclt in the examination process as to equity at 
the examination ww . equivalent to a 1989 
examination part, and equity at the partitioned 
examination unit level, Thev also address how 
9ffering examination group (examination parts in 
1989) in smaller (exam) units can be incorporated 
into a partitioned examination method. 

2. Discussion of Each Method 

A Method 

Under Method A, a candidate would get credit 
for all the units within an exam group by 
achieving an overall passing score. If a 
candidate does not obtain the overall passing 
score, he or she can earn credit for a single 
unit if there is minimum competency on all 
units and a minimum proficiency on that 
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particular exam unit. The candidate would have 
to write all units again to get credit on 
remaining units but would be required only to 
show minimum competency for the particular unit 
for which partial credit was obtained. 

The main advantage of this approach is that it 
totally eliminates competitive inequities at 
the exam group level. Under this approach 
everyone has to write all the units of an exam 
group within the exam cycle. This approach 
also retains the feature of testing the 
candidate's ability to synthesize a large 
volume of exam material. It also has the 
advantage over Method C of establishing only 
one overall passing score. 

On the other hand, aside from being hard to 
explain, the Method might not be easily 
understood by the students at large. It might 
also have the undesireable feature from the 
student's perspective of eliminating the 
advantage of partitioning altogether since the 
candidate is required to write all units of an 
exam group within the exam cycle. Moreover, 
this approach is not flexible in that it does 
not easilv allow for deletion of certain units 
and addition of new ones. It does not allow 
for a candidate outside the CAS, such as an SOA 
student or a future candidate pursuing an FCIA 
designation that must gain credit for both SOA 
and CAS examinations, to write only some 
smaller number of units and obtain credit 
toward their own professional designation. It 
also shares the disadvantages with the other 
two Methods of having many performance 
standards to administer. 

This Method attempts to provide equity at the 
exam group level while providing for 
competition at the exam unit level. 
Competition at the exam unit level is expected 
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to be sharper hence the use of a proficiency 
score at that level. 

B Method 

Under Method B. a candidate would get credit 
for all the units within an exam group by 
achieving an overall passing score and minimum 
competency on all exam units. If a candidate 
does not obtain the overall passing score, he 
or she can get full credit on a single unit by 
demonstrating minimum proficiencv on that 
particular exam unit. In' addition, the student 
can sit for selected units only and obtain 
credit by achieving proficient scores. 

This approach has the advantage of reducing 
competitive inequities. It has the advantage 
over Method A of allowing for credit on single 
units. It also has the advantage over Method A 
of allowing the candidates to write only 
certain units as opposed to all. It has the 
advantage over Method C of requiring only one 
passing score. 

Like Method A, it also has the disadvantage of 
having many performance standards to 
administer. Finally, even though it does 
reduce some of the competitive inequities, it 
does not fully eliminate them. It maintains 
equity to an extent at the examination group 
level, equivalent to a 1989 examination part, 
and adds the ability to obtaln credit on a 
partitioned basis. The introduction of the 
equity issue when exam units are written alone 
distinguishes it from Method A. 

Method 

Under Method C, a candidate would get credit 
for all the examO~~~~~,withln an exam group by 
achieving an passing score and 
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achieving a minimum competency score on each 
unit. However the overall passing score would 
vary inversely with the number of units the 
candidate elects to write. 

This Method also reduces the competitive 
inequities althouqh it does not fully eliminate 
them. It has the advantage over ‘the other 
Methods of not having to establish a minimum 
competency standard when more than one unit is 
written. If only one unit is written, the 
passing score reduces to the proficiency 
standard. 

It has the disadvantage relative to Methods A 
and B of having to establish more than one 
passing score. 

This Method attempts to establish equity based 
on the number of exam units written. 
Technically, each combination presents its own 
standard. Contrast this Method with an extreme 
example today where a candidate passes an 
examination part by obtaining perfect scores on 
two (Sections A and B) out of three sections 
and no points on the third (Section 0. 

Under this Method, the same candidate sitting 
for units A and C might fail (assuming an 
overall score of 50% is failing) but would-pass 
unit B. This indicates that this Method may 
need to employ overall passing grades lower 
than todays. It also indicates the potential 
for enhanced performance needed in the future 
to obtain the equivalent exam progress today. 

3. Synopsis of Implementation Methods 

The focus of these Methods are an alternative to 
having each exam unit stand on its own. To let each 
exam unit stand on its own, the CAS must address the 
likelihood of greater variability in candidates' 
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scores when compared to examination part scores 
today. If the same standards as today are applied 
to individual exam units, then the Travel Time of 
candidates under such a partitioned examination 
system will likely increase once a steady-state has 
been achieved. In order to avoid this undesirable 
increase in Travel Time, either educational 
standards must be relaxed or a reorientation of 
equity and competition is needed away from the 
individual exam unit level. 

D. Concluding Remarks 

The first part of this section covered avenues available 
to a Partitioned Examination System to help reduce or at 
least maintain current Travel Time. 

The second part of this section covered alternative 
approaches to measure standards of achievement under a 
Partitioned Examination System. Each were presented as 
an improvement to the stand alone exam in the are of 
reducing competitive inequities. 

As a final analysis one can trv to combine some of the 
changes to the- examination piocess with one of the 
implementation Methods described in the second part to 
produce the most desirable scenario under a Partitioned 
Examination System. 
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V . CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In a steady-state environment, after the effects of the 
transition to a new examination svstem have disaoneared. it is 
expected that the variability of candidates' l&form&ice at 
the exam unit level will be more variable than that at the 
1989 examination part level. This means that without moving 
away from applying today's standards to exam units in the 
future, an increase in Travel Time cannot be prevented. and a 
significant increase is likely at that. 

The question of equity occurs both at the exam unit level and 
the exam group level. An underlying philosophy as to how to 
offer examinations in smaller units must be established before 
these questions can be answered. Once resolved, the attention 
then turns to competition and its affects on Travel Time. 

Some combination of changes to the examination process, 
oerhaos emolovina an alternative to lettins each exam unit 
stand.alond. is necessary in order to preserve Travel Time at 
a level commensurate with that which exists today. When the 
variability of candidates' performance at a level below that 
of 1989 examination parts is considered, it is apparent that 
fairly significant changes must be made in the examination 
process if Travel Time is to be affected as little as possible. 
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UNITED STATES FIDELITY AND GUARANTY COMPANY 

P. 0. Box 1138 
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21203 

301-547-3205 

CORPORATE ACTUARIAL DEPARTMENT 

January 29, 1990 

Mr. Stephen P. D'Arcy 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Finance 
University of Illinois 
460 Commerce West 
1206 West Sixth Street 
Champaign, IL 61820 

RECEIV@D 

CORPORATE ACTUARIAL 
DEPARTME?U. 

Dear Steve: 

As I mentioned to you on the telephone the other day, a 
question has been raised regarding the accuracy of the pass 
ratio and travel time I provided you for CPA candidates. 

It turns out that CPA pass ratios are much different from the 
ones I quoted. A publication called "CPA Candidate 
Performance on the Uniform CPA Examination" published by the 
National Association of State Boards of Accountancy (NASBA) 
provides a wealth of information. 

As you may know the CPA exams consist of four different 
subjects that are tested in one sitting. There are two 
sittings each year. The four subjects are Theory, Practice, 
Auditing and Business Law. The NASBA publication 
distinguishes between first time candidates and repeat 
candidates. The relevant statistics are as follows: 

Pass Ratios 

At Least 
All Exams One Exam 

First Time 20% 50% 
Repeat 27-30% 55% 

All 25% 53% 
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Our report recommends collecting background information on 
candidates. The type of information contained in this 
publication might be a good model for the CAS to follow. 
A portion of their exhibits are attached. I can send the 
entire book to the appropriate person in the CAS if someone 
will just tell me who that person is. 

Yours truly, 

RHs:dmb 
Attachment 

. ..* 7:lYF* Jerry Degerness 
PETF (w/o exhibits) 
Education & Testing Methods TF (w/o exhibits) 
Michael Toothman 
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MAY 1988 

TXW-LAR REPORTS 

I Performance of First-tame Candidates by Scare 

2 Performance of kpear Candidates by State 

3 Performance of Candidates by Highest Level of Education Achieved 

4 Performance of First-time Candidates by Major 

5 Performance of First-clme Candidates by Overall Grade Point Average 

6 Performance of First-ome Candidates by Semester Hours of Accounting 

7 Performance oi Candidates by Accounting Experience 

8 Performance of First-time Candidates by SAT and ACT Scores 

9 Performance of Candidates by Number of Subiectc Taken 

IO Performance of Candidates by Subject 

II Performance of Candidates by Supplementary Study 

I2A Performance of First-rime Candidates without Advanced Degrees by School 

I28 Performance of First-time Candidates wtth Advanced Degrees by School 

I2C Performance of Repeat Candidates wthour Advanced Degrees by School 

I2D Performance of Repeat Candidates with Ahanced Degrees by School 

School Index (Total candidates for each college and unwerslry-identified as Report 14) 
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Chart 4 
Passing Rates of First-time Candidates 

by Subject 

May 1987 November 1987 May 1988 November 1988 

@ Auditing t Buslnees Law 

m Accounting Theory m Accounting Practlcs 
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Chart 5 
Passing Rates of Repeat Candidates 

by Subject 

May 1987 November 1987 May 1988 November 1988 

m Auditing 

m Accounting Theory 

m Buelnese Law 

m Accounting Practice 
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Chart 7 
Passing Rates of First-time Candidates 

by Examination 

November Miy November November November 
1986 1986 1986 1987 1987 1968 

tzzi 
Passed All Passed One or More 
Subjects Taken aSubJects Taken 
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Chart 9 
Percentage Passing Each Subject 

by Number of Sittings 
May 1988 

40. ” 
357 

@ Audltlng m Business Law 

1 m Accountlng Theory m Accounting Practice 
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Chart 11 
Percentage of Types of 

Advanced Degrees of First-time Candidates 

Other MBA 
34.4% Accounting 

Other MBA 

AOOOuntlng 
Maater’r 

29.3n 

Doctorate 1% 

Non-bualneeo 
Maoter’r 

6.8% 

Law Degree 
4.3n 

Doctorate t% 
Non-buelnsra 

Accounting MBA 
24.2% 

May 1988 November 1988 

Accounting MBA 
26.7% 
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Chart 13 
Success by Educational Level 

of First-time Candidates 

May N”r:8msber May November May November M’ay November 
1986 1988 1986 1987 1987 1988 1988 

m No Degree t Bachelor’s Degree m Advanced Degree 
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Chart 15 
Success by Hours of Undergraduate Accounting 

Study of First-time Candidates 

21.6 

O-15 16-20 21-26 26-30 31-36 36-40 
Semester Hours of Accounting 

m May 1988 0 November 1988 
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Chart 19 
Success by Undergraduate Grade Point Average 

- 
3.5-4.0 3.0-3.49 2.5-2.99 Less Than 2.5 

iirst-time Candidates Without Advanced Degrees 
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Chart 20 
Success by Graduate Grade Point Average 

46.8 

0 

3.5-4.0 3.0-3.49 2.5-2.99 Less Than 2.5 

i‘irst-time Candidates With Advanced Degrees 

I m May 1987 n November 1987 m May 1988 m November 1988 
I 
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Chart 23 
Success by Accounting Experience 

Public Industry Government 
One or More Years of Experience 

Teaching 

m May First-time Candidates m November Flrst-time Candidates 

m May Repeat Candldates m November Repeat Candidates 
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Chart 26 
Success by SAT Verbal Scores 

of First-time Candidates 

700-800 600-699 500-599 400-499 
Self-reported Scores 

200-399 

@May 1987 0 November 1987 m May 1988 m November 1988 
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Chart 27 
Success by SAT Mathematics Scores 

of First-time Candidates 

700-800 600-699 500-599 400-499 200-399 
Self-reported Scores 

@ May 1987 n November 1987 m May 1988 a November 1988 
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Chart 30 
Success by ACT Verbal Scores 

of First-time Candidates 

41.7 
. . . . . 

-I 
37 6 ::::: . . . . . . . . . . 

0 

32-36 28-31 24-27 20-23 1-19 
Self-reported Scores 
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Chart 31 
Success by ACT Mathematics Scores 

of First-time Candidates 

0 
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Chart 35 
Passing Rates of Candidates Relative 

to Coaching Course Preparation 

College Proprietary Firm Home No Course 

m May First-time Candldates 

m May Repeat Candldates 

m November Flrst-tlme Candldates 

m November Repeat Candidates 
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Chart 36 
Passing Rates by Subject of Candidates 

Who Took Proprietary Coaching Courses 

Auditing Law Theory Practice 

m. May Flrst-time Candldates 0 November First-time Candldates 

m May Repeat Candldates m November Repeat Candldates 
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l4EHBERSBIP INPUT. 

Members Oonosed Because: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9,. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

Travel time concerns 
Recruiting will be compromised 
Synthesis skills not tested 
Minimum standards don't require partitions 
Cheaper FCAS 
Credibility of scoring 
Administration 
Effect on employers 
Lets in marginal performers 
"One part" competitive pressure 
Stress would increase 
Emotional reasoning 
Motivation - terminal ACAS 
Memory would not be tested 
CAS/SOA distinction would be vague 
Current system is good 
Time management would not be tested 
Project management would not be tested 
Less discipline would be required 

Members In Favor Because: 

1. Flexibility 
2. Emotional reasoning 
3. Small steps can be taken 
4. Specialty tracks would be feasible 
5. Travel time will improve 
6. Clarity will improve 
7. Synthesis can be preserved 

Suqqestions From Members: 

1. Test synthesis skills by reflecting concepts from other 
parts of the syllabus 

2. Give exams more often 
3. Provide electives 
4. Make exams nation specific 
5. Eliminate essay questions 
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PARTITIONED EXAMS 

JuNEi 20, 1989 SYNOPSIS OF MEMBER INPUT 

PREPARED FOR TASK FORCE BY GUS KRAUSE 

Aunraisal 

1. 

Opposed. Travel time issue. Recruiting 

would suffer. 2 

2. 

Unconventional comments. Really skirts 

the partitioning issue. Has some other 

ideas unrelated to our task force 

mission. Questions whether current exams 

accomplish enough. 

Adds nothing to what we have. 

3. 

In favor. Presents a rational argument 

for specialty tracks at some future 

point in time. 2 

4. 
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In favor. Personal view dominant - he 

is a long-time associate. Highlights 

the choice for many as "small steps or 

none at all." 2 

5. 

Would favor if we can deal with travel 

time and "one part 1) competitive pressure. 2 

6. 

Opposed. Increased travel time. Uses 

part 3 as example. Strong opinion 

that partitioning will drive more people 

out of (or away from) the system. 

Nothing new, but strong opinion voiced. 2 

7. 

Opposed. As employer, travel time a real 

issue. ACAS could become a more frequent 

"terminal point."* Takes issue with the 

possibility of more marginal performers 

getting through. Favors requiring time 

and project management, discipline, memory 
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and synthesis skills. 3 

*This point needs our clear attention. 

Favors. Would have personally traded 

some travel time for flexibility. As 

an employer, likes ability for partitions 

to track better with work assignments. 2 

9. 

Thinks FES is a done deal. (next member- 

ship mailing should clarify.) N/A 

10. 

Opposed. Thinks ability to more precisely 

test competence is not a significant 

benefit. Questions whether flexibility 

is real or perceived, with arguments and 

examples which are not very convincing. 

Travel time issue. If exams are 

partitioned, suggests that each part be 

truly independent, i.e., not 4a, 4b: 

Suggests capping exam time to two hours 
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and offering more frequently. 

Opposition seems emotional due to exten- 

sive comments about how to partition. 2 

11. 

Opposed. Thinks primary benefit of 

partitioning would be to support 

electives and specialty tracks. Does not 

favor sacrificing synthesis for topical 

depth. His students are unanimously 

opposed. 

12. 

Favors (I think). Has broad criticisms 

of current E&E system: 

13. 

Opposes (I think). Partitioning will 

further stereotype the actuary. 

14. 

Opposed. Take wait and see approach, 
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i.e., learn more from SOA experiment. 

May cheapen the FCAS designation. Will 

be administratively more difficult and 

current process is less than perfect 

(WPo's, lost exams, etc.). Prefers 

minimum standards. Sees difficulty 

with recruiting. 3 

15. 

Opposed. Travel time, e.g., part 3. 

Points out an overwhelming majority 

of people in San Antonio favored 

minimum standards (i.e., 5") to par- 

titioning.* 2 

*This can and should be documented. 

16. 

Opposed. Students have not indicated 

a preference for SOA system. Current 

system works very well: standards are 

tight enough. Partitioning may drive 

candidates away. Travel time; part 3 

example. Clearly opposes any FES or 

FEM change. Offers many comments on 
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an annotated White Paper Appendix 

II-a. 3 

17. 

Opposed. Concern about competition, 

e.g., candidates writing one partition 

only. Travel time issue. Recruiting 

issue in terms of attractiveness. 

18. 

Opposed. Thinks 20 to 30 exams will 

discourage many potential candidates. 

Travel time issue. Competing issue, 

l.e., candidates taking only one part. 

Blurs distinction between CA.5 and SOA. 

19. 

opposed. Was in favor due to flexi- 

bility, but major concern about travel 

time. Uses part 3 as example. Concern 

about fewer questions, thus lower 

credibility of statistics for a given 

partition. Concern about career 

attractiveness. Staffing committees a 
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problem. Worried about whether our 

action is a response to SOA threat to 

offer casualty exams. 

20. 

Opposed. Will drive candidates away. 

Travel time issue: uses part 3 as 

example. 

3 

2 

21. 

Opposed. Prefers current system with 

minimum standards. Thinks member input 

represents our "going through the 

motions." Suggests a membership vote. 2 

22. 

Favors. Will allow people to better 

balance personal, work and exams com- 

mitments. Thinks travel time will 

increase because we will require 

candidates to know the material in more 

depth. Number of people sitting for 

higher level exams could be quite low, 

with grading implications, i.e., distri- 
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2 

23. 

Opposed. FES could only be used with 

electives. Current system does not lack 

focus. Uses part 3 as evidence of in- 

creased travel time. Thinks candidates 

wouid attempt less than whole exam 

equivalent. Recruiting more difficult. 2 

24. 

Favors. Presents Canadian concerns: 

really doesn't say much else. Canadian 

concerns transcend our work far the most 

part. 

25. 

Opposed. Loss of synthesis is major 

concern. 

26. 

3 

2 

Opposed. Will sacrifices synthesis. 

Uses part 3 as travel time example. 
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Most CAS exams don't provide natural 

partitions. Adverse impact on 

recruiting. 

27. 

No strong feeling. Concerned about 

losing "advanced degree" image of ACAS 

and FCAS. 

28. 

No opinion. Concern about travel time. 

Uses part 3 as example. 2 

29. 

Opposed. Loss of synthesis is fatal 

flaw. Convinced that travel time will 

increase. Thinks there will be more 

stress, not less, under a partitioned 

system. 

30. 

Opposed. Should remove obsolete and 

irrelevant readings from current 
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35. 

Favors. Thinks students like.partition- 

inq. Partitioning would stabilize 

productivity of students near exam time. 

New subject matter could mean more exams 

rather than more severe exams. Partition- 

ing would place more emphasis on learning 

than on passing. Synthesis would be hurt; 

suggests the possibility of a given reading 

on more than one partition. Favors more 
- 
frequent testing. Thinks there will be a 

tendency to let partitions get bigger in 

terms of syllabus size. 3 

36. 

Opposed. Strongly favors current process: 

even suggests recombining part 3. Concern 

about travel time: part 3 example. 2 

37. 

Opposed. Favors current system with 

minimum standards. Travel time: part 

3 example. Concerned about quality of 
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FCXS. 2 

Opposed. Current system achieves educa- 

tional objectives. Concern about loss 

of synthesis. Travel time: part 3 

example. More people will stop at ACAS. 

Concern about quality of FCAS. 3 

39. 

Oppose. Travel time increase. Lost 

credits when syllabus changes. 

40. 

No opinion. Indicates that partition- 

ing unnecessary unless long-term goal 

is to have electives. 

41. 

1 

2 

Opposed. CAS today has a significant 

recruiting advantage over SOA. Not 

convinced that FES/FEM is working for 

SOA. Wants to know how matter will be 
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2 

42. 

Opposed. Favors for getting Canadian 

content in via nation specific parts. 

Recruiting is hampered. Synthesis is 

lost. Travel time: part 3 example. 2 

43. 

Favors. Important to offer exams more 

than twice a year, to benefit travel 

time and give students greater flexi- 

bility. Suggests eliminating essay 

questions to ease administrative burden. 2 

44. 

No opinion.* Travel time is an issue 

but he does r~& sense a level of unrest 

with life students. Administrative 

burden will be formidable. 2 

*Probably favors, hard to tell. 
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45. 

No opinion. Notes on copy of White 

Paper pages. 

46. 

Opposed. Favors minimum standards. 

Synthesis is very important. Travel 

time will increase. Single partition 

takers have advantage. Lowering passing 

standards contrary to goal of improving 

quality of education. Increased admini- 

strative burden and cost. Employers 

would need to restructure actuarial exam 

programs. Recruiting is harder. 

47. 

Opposed. Travel time main concern. 

Uses part 3 example. Those good at 

synthesis and large volumes of material 

would be losers. Questions fairness of 

evaluations based on 12-15 questions. 

FCAS graduate will be weakened. 

1 

3 

2 
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Opposed. Should evaluate all current 

weaknesses. Doesn't agree that proce- 

dural changes would be easier under a 

partitioned system. Concern about 

transitions. Travel time control is 

inconsistent with more focused exams. 

Thinks partitioned exam system would 

be more stressful. 2 

49. 

Opposed. Studying smaller units is 

diametrically opposed to producing 

well rounded, generalist actuaries. 

States current average time to ECA.5 

is 8-10 years: must not be increased. 

Cites part 3 example. Makes recruiting 

difficult. Suggests vote. 2 

50. 

Opposed. Partitioning will produce 

technocrats vs. generalists. Gives 

naive mathematical travel time presenta- 
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tion. CAS work problems are funda- 

mentally different from SOA, requiring 

synthesis. 2 

51. 

Opposed. Cites Fireman's Fund petition. 

Travel time. Competitive advantage of 

taking one part. Cites SOA part 3 

results. 

52. 

Favors. Cites competitive issue on one 

vs. more than one part. This in turn 

leads to taking fewer parts and increased 

travel time. Relaxing standards. 

Lengthened travel time results in some who 

lose incentive to get FCAS because of 

attained job position. 

53. 

Opposed. If effort and travel time are 

unaffected, the same educational result 

should be obtained. Recruiting and company 
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programs adversely affected. Exam loads 

may be reduced to compete, thus increasing 

travel time despite all CAS efforts. 3 

54. 

Favors. Give more often. Some current 

exams have a hodgepodge of material. 

55. 

Oppose. Watch SOA longer. Use minimum 

standards. Quality of FCAS a concern. 

56. 

Opposes. Emphasizes need for synthesis. 

Comprehensive type exams good for 

professional designation. Minimum 

standards may be sufficient. Travel time 

could be significantly lengthened. 

Focus on weaknesses of current system 

would be better exercise. 

57. 

Favors, but insists on electives. 
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Thinks CAS must move toward specialists 

to avoid "jack of all trades, master of 

none". Very few synthesis questions on 

current exams. 

58. 

(Based on meeting with his 

students). 

List too long to paraphrase) 3 

59. 

Favorable. SOA has done a poor job. 

Part 3 has..increased travel time. 

Synthesis and time management skills 

are useful. Currently, more study time 

is needed for parts 4 and 5 than 1, 2 

or 3. Work responsibilities cut into 

study time: partitioning lets one "chip 

away". 3 
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Oppose. Quality of education would 

suffer. Long-term retention would 

decrease. Travel time concern. His 

understanding is that this proposal 

is to enable consulting firms to get 

their students through.* Proposes 

alternative (probably unrealistic). 1 

*Maybe someone should ask where this 

understanding came from. 

61. 

Opposed. Thinks partitioning is change 

for the sake of change. Criticizes 

most points in the White Paper. Suggests 

interviewing some life students. 2 

62. 

Opposed. Will drive candidates away 

from profession. Loss of synthesis 

is a concern. Questions better educa- 

tional process. Exams can become too 

small. Would need to offer more fre- 

quently. Marginal candidates almost 
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certain to get through. Degrades the 

FCAS designation. Employers' nightmare. 2 

63. 

Opposed. Will accelerate the increase 

in syllabus material, number and length 

of exams. Impossible to test everything. 2 

Comments from students attached. 

3 

64. 

Opposed. Smaller units are worse 

selectors: the luck factor increases a 

lot. Prefers broad range of talent to 

perseverance. Concern about travel time 

in terms of employer investment. cost 

increase should get more attention. 

Stronger syllabus is needed now. Parti- 

tioning will result in weaker society. 2 

65. 

Opposed. Will lower quality of FCAS. 
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Travel time. He thinks SOA has been 

unsuccessful. Synthesis imgortant. 

Smaller number of questions in 

to tesm 1 ate. He says SOA members 
/ 

of education is lower and 

*We should follow up on this. 

66. 

Favors. Main concern is travel time. 

Need incentive to have students take an 

appropriate load. Suggests an alterna- 

tive which is roughly equivalent to 

imposing minimum standards. 2 

67. 

Opposed. Had experience with SOA exams. 

Felt shorter exams created time pressure 

unlike longer exams. 2 

68. 

Opposed. Must evaluate strengths and 
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weaknesses of current system. Employer 

concerns: time, expense. Career less 

attractive vs. accounting, e.g. ACAS 

may not pursue FCAS. Suggests membership 

vote. 2 

69. 

Opposed. Travel time will increase. 

Employer's investment will increase. 

Synthesis questions would not be used. 

Stress will increase. Exams more related 

to work is not valid. 

70. 

71. 

Opposed. Current structure is effective. 

Travel time. Partitioned exams may pro- 

mote memorization rather than creative 

thinking. Prefers minimum standards. 

May be more appropriate for fellowship 

exams - less time available due to other 

commitments. Frequency of giving exams 

would need to increase. 

This is a petition not in favor. 

Signed by a number of Fellows, 

3 
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N/A 

72. 

Opposed. Major issue is 

be improved. Raises several specific 

questions. 

*Task force may want to follow up, 

73. 

c 

Opposed. Travel time. 

74. 

Opposed. Travel time issue. Re- 

cruiting hampered. Fewer questions 

increases randomness. 

75. 

2 

No opinion. What has SOA learned? 

Concern about partitioned exams 
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becoming larger and larger. Doesn't 

see how syllabus changes are facili- 

tated by partitioning. Concern about 

loss of synthesis. More frequent exams 

means constant studying. Place more 

emphasis on continuing education. 
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March 23, 1989 

Partitioned Examination Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34 Street 
New York, NY 10119 

Dear Sirs: 

I favor the move to a flexible education system. The 
pros provided in the white paper far outweigh the cons 
cited. 

I'm not certain that we should dismiss the possibility 
of eventually having specialty tracks. I did not find 
the evaluation provided persuasive in either direction. 
It would seem to me that "commonality of education" and 
a generalist orientation could be achieved by the time 
an individual has completed equivalent of seven or eight 
exams under today's syllabus. The ability to specialize 
via the last one or two exams might enhance our pool of 
future actuaries, rather than diminish it. 

There is a lot to be said for transitioning from where 
we are to FES without electives. Once we've had experi- 
ence under this system, we could then reevaluate whether 
or not it doss represent o*ur best approach to the f.utura. 

Thanks very much for the opportunity to provide this 
input. Let me know if I can be of further help to you. 

Sincerely, 
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March 23, 1989 

Partitioned Examination Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34th Street 
New York, NY 10119 

Re: Flexible Examination System 

Gentlemen: 

I read with great interest the White Paper" with regard to the 
Flexible Education System. 

I am now 41 years old and have been an Associate of the Casualty 
Actuarial Society for 17 years. In part, I see my failure to 
complete my Fellowship as a lack of personal commitment. But I also 
see it as a matter of shifting priorities. By the time I was clcse 
to completing my Fellowship, choices had begun to arise between 
family responsibilities, work responsibilities and study for exans. 
In the end, study lost out. The irony is that the material on the 
exam I am missing is the material that I use everyday in my 
consulting practice. Unfortunately, there still is not time in ny 
life to prepare adequately for Part 9 if taken as a whole. 

I see FES as presenting the possibility of completing my Fellowship 
while reducing to some extent the strain from other forces competing 
for my time. For me, I see the choice as taking smaller steps or 
making no progress. I cannot find 400-500 hours to adequately 
prepare for all of Part 9. I could find 200 hours twice to take it 
in pieces. 

Also, I don't believe that I am alone in this position. I think 
there are probably a number of long-time Associates in the CAS that 
have stopped at that level only because other commitments, many of 
them work-related, have left inadaguate time to properly prepare for 
exams. These are not necessarily "marginal" students. I think that 
marginal people tend to get weeded out well before Associateship is 
reached. A case could be made that some of these people may be 
among our most talented - people whose work performance was 
sufficiently impressive that they were given exceptional 
responsibility very early in their careers. To the detriment of 
their examination performance. 

Isn't the CAS better served by encouraging people to proceed in 
small steps toward Fellowship rather than getting to a point where 
they decide that no further progress is the best choice? 
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Partitioned Examination Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34th Street 
New York, ?lew York 10119 

Dear Sirs: 

I strongly oppose partitioning exams L through 10 into smaller units. 

The major reason I oppose the change Is that I believe that it would increase 
travel time to Fellowship, and thus discourage potential actuaries. 

I think the current situation with Part 3 is a good example. In my company, 
many students choose to stt For only one or two parts of Pstt 3. Thus, at 
best it takes two sittings to pass all of Part 3. It frequently takes longer 
than that, and only the bravest student is willing to take Part 4 when he 
still has part of Part 3 remaining. 

T?-I~ Wnite Paper suggests two ways to avoid an increase in travel time. I find 
both ways unsatisfactory. The first suggestion is to increase the pass 
ratio. Given students’ risk-averse nature, we would have to fncrease pass 
ratios to unacceptably high levels to convince them to take more than two 
small exams at a time. Thus we would end up devaluing the worth of the exams. 

The second suggestion is to increase the Erequency of examination dates. This 
one Ls P better solution, but also has qegarives. The biggest negative is the 
burden on the people who make up and grade the exams. In order to relieve 
this burden, I belteve they would en6 up putting more and more multiple choice 
questions on the exams. This would result in lower quality exams. 

-2- 

Currently, the exam process is a long road, and a great deal of commitment is 
required in order to achieve Fellowship. Yany capable people drop out of the 
actuarial program since they are not willing to make the commitment to the 
exam process. 
the program. 

The proposed system will encourage even more people to leave 

If The CAS approves the smaller exams. we shall end up with fewer accredited 
actuaries. This will csuse companies to use more non-accredited actuaries for 
actuarial tasks, 
actuar!al work. 

thus there will be less commonality among people doing 
Also, The CAS’s importance will shrink as the number of 

non-accredited actuaries increases. 

I appreciate what The CAS is trying to do. 
weakening The CAS, 

However this would end up in 
and should not be implemented. 

Very Truly Yours, 



March 27, 1989 

Appendix 6 

Partitioned Examination Task Force 
C/O Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34th Street 
New York, NY 10119 

Dear Sir: 

I read the very thoughtful and well written Task Force paper on the 
propsed FE5 and related matters. I compliment the Committee on 
developing an apparently comprehensive list of “pros” and “cons”. 

After thinking about the “pros” and “cons”, I feel the “cons” totally 
overwhelm the “pros” and, therefore, I would argue against the 
proposal. 

In my mind, the principal dispositive issues are: 

0 As an employer, the prospects of increased (travel) times 
and costs (Appendix I-g.) are a clear “no-sale”. 

0 As an FCAS, I am very much opposed to any changes which 
might increase the likelihood of the ACAS being a more 
frequent terminal point (Appendix I-d.). 

0 As a professional, I believe the prospect that having “more 
marginal performers able to pass with this system because 
of taking it in smaller pieces” (from Appendix 11-b) is, in 
and of itself, a compelling reason to keep our current 
system. 

0 As a businessman, 1 believe that the examination process 
requiring - as it currently does - time and project 
management, discipline, memory and synthesis skills - 
helps to develop well rounded managers and executives 
(Appendic I-c). 

Partitioned Examination Task Force 
Larch 27, 1989 
Page Two 

In sum, there may be lots of ways we can improve our educational 
process and our professionals, but in my view, FES isn’t one of them. 

Sincerely, 
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March 27, 1989 

Partitioned Examination Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 W. 34th Street 
New York, NY 10119 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

I would like to comment favorably on the proposed flexible examina- 
tion system. I think splitting up unrelated topics will make some 
exams, Part 4 in particular, easier to deal with. I like the flexi- 
bility and time commitment decisions being left up to the student. 
While a student, I would have appreciated the option to trade a 
longer travel time for less personal sacrifice and time commitment 
per sitting. 

As an employer, having the students take examinations in an order 
which relates to their work assignments should prove beneficial. 

Regards, 
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‘March 27, 1989 

Partitloned Examination Task Force 
c\o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34 Street 
New York, NY 10119 

Dear Sirs: 

The FES material mailed to members on March 14, 1989 reads as if 
the decision has in effect already been made to move to an FES 
system. The input being sought now from member and students 
appears to be not on the subject of IF FES but HOW FES. Am I 
interpreting the status of this properly? 

Sincerly, 
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Partitioned Examination Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34th Stret 
New York, New York 10119 

Re: FLEXIBLE EXAHINATION SYSTEM 

Gentlemen: 

Thank you for providing the opportunity to give input 
regarding the proposed Flexible Examination System 
under consideration by the CAS. 

Personally, I do not endorse the direction as outlined, 
i.e., FES without electives and specialty tracks. It 
would seem to me that the primary benefit of a 
partitioned system would be to allow for tracks and 
elections. The other benefits are seconbary, and of 
questionable value in comparison to the confusion and 
complexity that will follow this move. 

I should also state that I do not support an FES with 
tracks. Our field is still sufficiently focused to 
allow for a generalist approach. This is one of the 
strengths of our current system, and is widely 
appreciated by employers and co-workers. 

The current system encourages a synthesis of various 
subject matter when dealing wth a particular problem. 
This is more than an educational nicety: it is a fact 
of everyday life for the practicing Casualty Actuary, 
and probably more so than for the other actuarial 

disciplines. This approach is particularly valuable 
for the exams beyond Part 5. I would not want to see 
this aspect of our exam system sacrificed for the sake 
of topical "depth". If we go that way, I believe we 
will end up with people more technically knowledgeable 
in narrow areas, but less resourceful and innovative in 
coping with the manifold problems facing us today. 

As an aside, I polled the students in my area, and they 
were unanimously opposed. They pointed out that this 
system will result in each student taking one subpart 
at a time, thereby lengthening the travel time to 
completion. 

Finally, I would recommend that the Committee use every 
available forum to gather membership input. A general 
session discussion at the next CAS meeting might be 
useful, given the importance of this whole matter. 

Sincerely, 
I' , 



Appendix 6 
March 31, 1989 

Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
New York, New York 10119 

Attention: Partitioned Examination Task Force 

This is to respond to Kevin Ryan's March 14, 1989 mailing on 
Flexible Examination System (FES). 

IO brief my "vote" is nay. 

As a member of the C-AS, as well as being a member of the 
Syllabus Committee, I have been following with much interest the 
movement towards FES (and FEH) for the past several years awaiting a 
compelling argument for such change. Thus far I haven't found one. 

To resurrect one of my favorite, overused, sayings: "If it 
ain't broke, don't fix it". 

I am personally involved in the hiring of upwards of 1.5 or 20 
entry level actuaries each year. I have yet to hear of a potential 
student volunteering that the SOA approach is better. From personal 
observation, I think we do have a problem in some cases attracting 
an MBA oriented graduate to the more arcane actuarial educational 
system. On the other hand, I believe the average competence of 
FCAS's in the insurance industry far surpasses that of MBA's. I 
would fault some FCAS for being not sufficiently aggressive or not 
sufficiently decisive as compared to some hish caliber MEA's. Even 
so. I think-the FCAS's know insurance much better than MBA's who 
work in insurance. As long as we keep the FCAS accessible and 
meaningful, I am not sure there is much more we can do to attract 
MBA's. It is not unreasonable that a person have both an FCAS anJ 
an MBA. 

My point is that our current system works VERY WELL. While it 
may have weaknesses I don't see FES as an overall improvement. 

To the extent the designers of FES see it as a tightening of 
educational standards, I am inclined to react that standards are 
already tight enough. 
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I am also quite concerned that we will be more likely to drive 
candidates away when we describe a series of 25 or 35 examinations. 

While I haven't attempted to prove it. my perception is that 
the breaking apart of part 3 into courses 120, 130, 135 has 
increased "travel time" through part 3 at my company, which has many 
examination takers. This splitting of part 3 has not produced 
measurably better actuaries. 

The one advantage I see to FES is that it will be easier to add 
or drop a subject from the syllabus. In the past, it has always 
been a very involved process with partial credits, partial exams and 
the like. Even so. some of this same problem will persist with 
limited carryovers of credits for discontinued parts. 

Accommodating the needs of the CIA is useful If it does not 
totally rearrange how the CAS does things. I keep thinking of one 
man one vote and wondering if we shouldn't pay as much attention to 
states or state groups having populations equal to Canada's 
population. 

Since with but one or two exceptions I disagree that the so 
called "pros" are in fact pros, I have very briefly annotated 
Appendix II in the pro column to provide you with more insight into 
my beliefs. I have not commented on Appendix I because it was not 
the recommended alternative. If some of my annotations are 
repetitious, so also are the pros. 

To say it again: "If it ain't broke, don't fix it". FES is 
something we don't need. FEH is something else ue don't need. 

Sincerely, 
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?srtitioned Cxam Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34 Street, 
New YorX, NY 10119 
U.S.A. 

Aoril 6, 1069 

Appendix 6 

Dear Task Force, 

Thank you for this opportunity to respond to your 
report. Please be clear that these comments are mine and 
mine alone. They do no reflect the opinion of the University 

nor the Canadian Institute of Actuaries. 

I am pleased that you call yourself the "?artitionei 
Exam" Task Force and not the "Flexible Education" Task Force, 
since you exclude the possibility of a flexible education 
system, full blown. I believe that that may be a weakness in 
the long run. The reason I say this is Canadian based. I 
think you would be well advised to have some Nation-specific 
material. For example, Canada does not really have a pris-act 
Xorkers Corn?. industry, so many Canadians cringe at the ievel 
of W.C. material in the syllabus, At the same time, the 
C.I.A. wants to be sure that all new F.C.I.A.'s/F.C.A.S.'s 
have shown knowledge of relevant Canadian material. Can that 
be shown if at least 50% of the material on any exam is 
American? Finally the C.I.A. is requesting some "life" 
material for future F.C.I.A.'s/F.C.X.S.'s. Are you going to 
ask all future F.C.A.S.'s to meet this requirement or will 
the F.C.I.A. 's/F.C.A.S.'s have to sit an extra exam? 

On the same point, at the University tcaak', 
Course 140 (Society of Actuaries exam on Compound interest! 
is the seccnd exam our students sit. Having passed this exam 
very, earl,/ on - r they then feel a loss if they enter the C.A.S. 
system with no cross-credit. This may be a factor in 
discouraging our students (many) in becoming C.A.S. 
candidates. So let's allow for cross-credit for the Soclec: 
of Actuaries Course 140 - please!! I am sure other campuses 
note the same effect. 

. . 2 
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Under disadvantages to Flex Ed., you list: 1( may be more 
difficult to assure real and perceived fairness and equit:i to 
all students because of different options.” That has to be 
one of the most unactuarial statements I have ever seen. Ne 
are trained to be able to evaluate equity within and amongst 
different options. Are we admitting (and publicizing) our 
inability to do this most basic of actuarial practices? 

Under administrative disadvantages you list cost. Yes, 
exam fees may rise, but the costs are fully supported within 
the exam fee structure, so is this a notable obstacle? 

I do agree with your advantages (same page - Appendix r- 
el ; namely: 

_I L. Facilitates more joint sponsorshi? of exams with S of 
A (a laudable qoal) 

d . ES makes it easier to deal with CIA objeczi.Jes (is 
This not essential?) 

In general, I appreciate the hard work done to proauce 
this document and feel that it is a step in the riqnt 
direction. 

While some of my comments are slightly off topic, I hope 
they will assist you in your further discussion. 

Yours most sincerely, 
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April 24, 1989 

Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34th Street 
New York, NY 10119 

Re: Splitting the Upper Level Exams 

Dear Secretary: 

I am in favor of splitting the CAS exams, albeit with some 
reservations. The following considerations seemed the most 
important to me: 

1. The students I polled generally liked the idea. 

2. If after 2-S years it turns out to have been a mistake, 
then the old system can be reinstituted fairly easily. 

3. Each of the current exams, in my opinion, is roughly 
equivalent to two graduate-level, self-study courses in 
which the grade depends solely on an "in-class" final 
exam. Few, if any, serious programs of graduate study 
operate this way. There is usually a test or project for 
each major section. 

4. As exam time nears, students become progressively less 
productive at work. Split exams could alleviate this 
"productivity variance." 

5. Over time, new subjects have been added to the exams much 
faster than old subjects have been dropped. With split 
exams, new subjects would probably result in more exams 
rather than more severe exams. 

6. There is no reason why optional, longer exams could not 
be added to a split-exam syllabus to qualify people as 
specialists in certain areas. The current syllabus 
properly concentrates on a generalist education. The 
typical company actuary is becoming more of a specialist 
as the years go on, in my opinion. In-depth education 
in specialty areas can be accommodated under a split or 
non-split system for the core exams. 
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Casualty Actuarial Society 
April 25, 1989 
Tage - 3 

7. Split exams will make it easier for -he student to match 
up his work-related educational neeas with his off-hours 
educational activities. A need or interest in, say, 
reinsurance pricing may not coincide with any work 
projects involving time series models. A solit exam 
system could lead to more emphasis on the learninq, less 
on the passinq. 

My reservations are these: 

1. Students sometimes look at exams as hoops you jump 
through for a reward. Once you jump through a hoop, you 
forget it and run to the next hoop. Split exams might 
reinforce the propensity to study strictly for the sake 
of passing. 

2. The sections of one exam tend to inter-relate. They 
explain and clarify each other. Split exams might 
obscure this or destroy its value to the student. There 
is no reason, however, why a particular exam article 
cannot be required for two or three exams. 

3. The "productivity variance" problem will probably stay 
with us, if syllabus subjects continue to be tested at 
annual intervals. Split exams simply increase the 
pressure on somebody who wants to reach Fellowship before 
the age of forty. (O.K., then, thirty.) The student 
will attempt to pass more exams each sitting, in order 
to get through the same volume of material in the same 
span of time. Consequently, I would like to see more 
frequent testing of syllabus topics under a split exam 
system. I wonder how the CA.9 can pull this off. 

4. There will be a real temptation to let the smaller, split 
exams get bigger over time. How can you exclude that 
important new article? It's not such a long syllabus 
list, really... And it's only one little, additional 
article... And it & important... 

Sincerely, 
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Appendix 6 
Partitioned E?tamination Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 3&th Street 
New York, NY 10119 

Dear Colleagues: 

After reviewing the pros and cons of the partitioned education 
system carefully, I have come to the conclusion that we probably 
ought not to change our testing methods at this time. The 
potential gains appear limited, there is some risk of making 
things worse, and the amount of work to change the system is quite 
heavy. 

Hy concerns about switching to PES are: 

1) Two major changes that the Society of Actuaries e-xpects 
partitioned exams to facilitate are having alternative exam 
tracks and giving credit for college courses (FPI). In 
contrast, the Casualty Actuarial Society has chosen against 
these routes. 

1) Ultimately, what the student learns depends upon preparation 
effort. A goal of PES is to leave travel time unaffected. 
Therefore, we would be aiming for the same amount of effort 
by the student. I would expect approximately the same 
educational result. 

3) The split into partitioned exams may cause unexpected 
difficulties with recruitment, company promotion and raise 
practices, or examination committee staffing. 

A) Ultimately, the travel time could be affected despite our 
best efforts. Students may become accustomed to taking what 
amounts to a fraction of a current examination. Other 
students may have to reduce their exam load in order to 
compete with those who specialize and take the exams in 
small units. 

5) The widespread opposition to PES expressed by the membership 
might make conversion more difficult. 

In the long run, I have no doubt that the CAS has the ability to 
switch to partitioned examinations. One way or another, all the 
problems chat come up can be solved. However, the amount of 
effort to cope with all the different problems in subdividing the 
examinations may not produce enough benefit to justify the effort. 

Sincerely, 
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May 19, 1989 

Partitioned Ebmimtion Task Force 
c/o Casulty Actuarid Society 
One Penn Plaza 
210 west 34 street 
New York, NY 10119 

As ans3incmrdimtm, partofmyreq0nsibilities includemtivatirq 
studentstopassewms, facilitating exam .succes throua the student 
prcqrampolic~ardmnitoringexamresults. 

M-en the CAS ask& for camrents onthe FES I dezided to meet with our 
studentstoseehowtheyfeltaboutthepotential~einewm 
structura. 

Naturally, my response as studentccardixatorwouldbe immpletewithout 
the current perception oftheattitudeof cur sb.ule1S.3. 

The next tmpages p resentthemajordisaxsion p~ints am3 fimLirqs from 
our m3ating. 
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OPINIONS ON TEE FLEXlXEECAMSYSTDl 

TheC!asualtyAchmrialstudentsat InsuranceccmrpaniesMan 
opportunity to get together todiscuss theMarch14, 1989 white paper 
con~theFlexible~tionSystem. Alth~weurderstandtbat 
each studentwillhave an oppxtunity to fqx-esstheirview, we thought 
thatouroverallperceptionmightbepresen txlinthisfomat(innomy 
do we wish to preclude cur students right to participate in your future 
opinion gathering!). 

On the pmitive side we fourd: 

1) Maymake it easier for anACXi togettc FCAS. 

2) Iftheworkload isunusuallyheavy, the student can adapt 
theirstudyirqto the exams. 

3) Peoplecancbtaincreditforpartofanexaminstead 
of getting no credit. 

4) For those students not -yinthe -ial 
prcyram, itwculdbeeasiertogetsmecredits. 

5) Fccusonpiecesthatrelatetothecurrent mrk envirormnznt. 

On the negative side of this issue were: 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Cur LifeStudentcoOrdbators think ittakeelonger and is 
hddE!?ZtOpSSthewnS. WhatstatisticscancAssupply 
abut part 3 beforeamlafterthe switch intoparts? 

There is a strong belief that travel tim will, in fact,& 
exteded. Hcwwilltraveltine bemnitored sc as tc not 
%ub5tantially increase'~ it? 

wherewillwe find enough people to filloutthe exam 
camittees? 1ftheexamsaremx-e fzused,whowillm&e 
up the creative questior!s to differentiate amq students? 
Who willgradetheanswers? Will the exbtenz ofnxxe exams 
man mre (or all) multiple choice questions? 

While the Unification Issue is supposed tobeignored, scms 
sbidentsbeliwethatissue iswhythe !ZS isbeirqdiscussed 
in the first place. If so, tiy isn't the life side going back 
tothetenexans format? 

when all is saidanddone, whatdowegain? 'Ihe thoughtmrq 
imstinTividualsisthatanFCASkncusquitealotof 
infonmtionardthatthisnewpmzdure doesn't add to that. 
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As you havemostlikelynoted, mst of the negatives are in question 
form. Other unanswered questions include: 

1) Will the pass ratio stay the same, go up or go dam? Hw will 
this affectthequality? Will passing be based on 
demnstrating a amnard of the subject matter, irrespective of 
the resultirq pass ratio? 

2) Hwoftenwill exam be given? Ql2a?ax1y? wlat scants? 

3) Howwillthevariouspartsbebroken? Wi.ll.allexamsbe 
convertedsixm.lltaneausly? What will be the impact on the 
ovemll size of the syllabus? 

4) Will one have to beocaoe an ACAS (whatever that will man) to 
certifyloss reserves, or will passing the lass reserving 
section(s) be enough? 

1) Domtserdoutthesssurveyswhen-are~ 
exam results. Inthep.sts.weralmail~havecameto 
.stixlentswhowere awaitingtheirzsults. Theusual. reaction 
tothesemailingshasbeennegativeand~amailingwould, 
nrst likely, yield a bias. 

2) Donottrytogetopinions~ "&elybeforeorafterexzmts 
are given. Studentsdonotwanttothinkakutsuchan 
importanttopicasFESnearbytheirewrrs. 

'Ihereisaconcem almrqscnneirdiv~sthatFEsisalreadyinconcrete 
ardthatitdoesn'treallymatterwhatiswrittenorsaidbythose in 
opposition to this concept. ItwouldbehelpfulifCASwouldpublishthe 
results of the sumeys 

Wehada shmofhards 
implementationof FE: 

(membersardstudents). 

at the erd of our session zgazdmg the 

2 For 
10 Uxlecided 
20 I4rJd-A 

Asanexamcxmdinator,Iam axcemedatmttheumswemiquestions. 
~tipleewmdatesmayormaynatbeapmblemdeperdirgcntheir 
frquency-fora&&istrationpurpxes(nottowntionrecord-keeping). 
I amalsowmried akuttransitionifwedogoto FES. 

I believe themaincmcermthat Ihave (andothers share this) is what do 
we get out of going to FFS? 
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Partitioned Examination Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34 Street 
New York, NY 10119 

To: CAS Board and the Education Policy Committee 

Re: Flexible Education System 

As a CAS student working for 
President of Education for a local 

Insurance Company and as the vice 
Actuarial Society, I would like 

to provide you with my comments regarding the White Paper on the 
Flexible Education System (FES). (I have also studied the pros and cons 
provided to members of the Casualty Society.) Overall, I am in favor of 
the idea of FES program, but careful construction of this system and a 
thorough review of membership input are crucial to the success of FES! 
I personally feel that the Society of Actuaries has done a poor job of 
implementing their FES and ignored many of the membership's comments, 
much less the students' comments. The Casualty Society could probably 
learn from the SOA's blunders and, it is my fevered hope, avoid them 
with their own development of FES!! 

I took Part 3 the first time it was split into 3 separate lVcourses", 
120, 130, and 135. I was fortunate to pass all three sections at once, 
but I thought it was ludicrous to test my knowledge of Numerical 
Analysis material with only ten questions. Travel time has increased 
for many of our students who took or are taking the SOA Part 3 "courses" 
under the new system. Most of the students at do not pass 
all three sections at once, particularly since it is too tempting to 
study for only one or two sections. And I do think it is useful for a 
student to learn the time management and synthesis skills necessary to 
pass an actuarial exam. 

Hcw2ver my abcve ref,- 'actions do not mean that I am not in favor of the 
partitioning of exams. I am in favor of it! As a student who has been 
struggling with Part 4 and Part 5 for the last two years, I can see a 
real cause for splitting up these exams, particularly now that minimum 
standards are imposed on Part 4. (Granted, a somewhat self-centered 
cause, but valid nonetheless.) There appears to be a greater amount of 
material (and it is not generally taught at any universities) on these 
exams than on the lower level exams. Students always seem to need to 
increase their total study time to pass CAS exams over Parts 1-3. I 
would recommend splitting Part 4 into two subparts (four parts or three 
parts would be ridiculous!), Life Contingencies and Interest, and 
Credibility and Loss Distributions. Part 5 could be split into 
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Economics and Risk Theory as one subpart and Policy Forns and Insurance 
Operations as the other. Do you have any idea how frustrating it can be 
to study diligently for 4 months and come out with nothing to show for 
it? At least this way students could "chip away" at the exams and at 
least come out with "something", a piece of the current exam, if not all 
of the exam. My responsibilities at work have, needless to say, 
increased substantially since I was a Parts 1-3 student, and it is more 
difficult to find those study hours essential for passing the exams. 
But I would stand a much better chance of being able to knock down a 
SubDart than all of the exam sections at once. Our ("our" meaning v ) pass ratios on Parts 4 and 5 have been relatively poor as 
well. This is where most of our students, myself included, get "hung 
up". I do not think it vas necessary for the SOA to split their exams 
into as many subparts as they have, but I do think Parts 4 and 5 are 
well-suited for partitioning and would not increase travel time 
substantially, if at all. (Has anyone at the CAS conducted surveys to 
find out how many students sitting for Parts 4 and 5 are first-time 
takers, second-time takers, third-time takers, etc.? only on rare 
occasions have I seen a student pass Part 4 on the first try.) As for 
Parts 6 through 10, I really do not know enough about these exams to 
tell you whether they would be well-suited for partitioning. 

The SOA recently has offered an Applied Statistics intensive seminar for 
elective credit. However, the enrollment is limited, and many companies 
and consulting firms were not informed of this seminar in advance. I 
feel it is discriminatory to limit enrollment and to require that 
participants have passed course 120 in the last two sittings. EVERY 
student should have an equal chance to earn credits towards 
Associateship or Fellowship level. Certainly, 
a seminar and only making one seminar available 

restricting enrollment of 
(located in the Midwest 

and nowhere else), Besides, what is the criteria 
for llpassingl' 

does not provide this! 
these seminars? The big advantage of using exams to test 

for knowledge of syllabus material is that is a very objective and fair 
way of deciding vho knows the material well enough to get credit for it. 
At least it is when compared to other methods, such as intensive 
seminars and college classes, etc. 

Frankly, I do not feel that FES will significantly increase the quality 
of education. And it will increase the number of administration 
problems for both companies and the CAS, I am sure. However, it may 
allow people to specialize in the areas most applicable to their work, 
if elective exams were offered anyway. I am disappointed that the 
committee felt that the "FES system with electives was not considered as 
a viable alternative at this time." I concur with the committee's 
opinion that Actuaries should get the same broad.-based background in 
mathematics, economics, ratemaking, and accounting, etc., but at the 
Fellowship level I feel that it may be more beneficial to offer more 
specialized elective subjects. (Maybe topics such as Econometrics as it 
applies to commercial insurance ratemaking?) Of course, it probably 
vould be more difficult to find qualified CAS volunteers to grade these 
exams. Perhaps papers should be allowed as elective options for 
Fellowship credit on specialized topics. 

I recommend that FES be adopted for Parts 4 and 5 as I have prescribed 
above. As for other considered changes, I do not have specific 
recommendations other than I implore you to consider these changes very 
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carefully and review the flaws already seen, in my opinion, with the 
I 

SOA's Flexible Education System. 
I 
, 

Sincerely, 
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Partioned Examination Task Force 
c/o Casualty Actuarial Society 
One Penn Plaza 
250 West 34 Street 
New York. NY 10119 

To: Task Force Members 

Re : FLexible Examination System 

Kevin Ryan, in his Xarch 14 letter to the CAS membership, 
asked that comments and opinions on this proposal be directed 
to the Task Force. 

My reaction to the proposed plan is a negative one. I don’t 
believe the change is necessary or desirable. In recent 
years I the amount of syllabus marerial, as well as the number 
of exams and their length, have been increased significantly. 
This proposal will simply accelerate that process. Despite 
your Task Force’s intention - and chat of the Board’s - in my 
judgment, that outcome is inevitable. 

And to what avail? Certainly, the syllabus material and 
exams need to be kept up-to-date. But it is also impossible 
co cesc on everything. New ideas and cools are generally 
founded on older ones. As this new knowledge comes along, is 
ic necessary to continue CO test the old? (A case in point: 
Is the Parr I exam still needed?) True, this new knowledge 
tends to increase exponentially; but increasing the study 
material and time proportionately is not the answer. 

Reactionary chat 1 am, L’d probably prefer to go back to the 
eight 3 hour exam set up. No doubt chat’s unrealistic. But 
I do think we could do a better job within the present 
Eramework - both in terms of present and future needs - by 
developing syllabus materials and exams which emphasize 
concepts and general approaches rather than specifics and 
technical minutiae. 

SO, let’s stay with the present plan, and try co improve upon 
ic. 

For whatever they may be worth, actached are some comments 
Eros several of our students (past and present). 

Thank you for your actencion. 

Sincerely, 
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COMMENTS FROM STUDENTS RE PROPOSED FLEXIBLE EXAMINATION SYSTEM: 

I. I see a more complicated, harder to administer system that 
will produce Little if any benefit. In the long run, I think 
this would make rhe exam process even more difficult than ic 
already is. Exams will be harder and will invariably end up 
covering a lot more material than it does now. 1 am not in 
favor of this change. 

2. My initial reaction to this system is favorable. I chink that 
shorter, more numerous exams will tend to promote greater 
learnine and understandine of the material. With rhe large v 
amount of material to know for the current exams, I feet ~C’S 
easy to just memorize what you know will be on the exam for 
sure, without totally understanding some of the concepts. 
With so much macerial to cover! you must learn it fast and 
move on. To some extent, I think the new system would reduce 
this problem. 

The cons listed on Appendix I-d I think are valid concerns. 
Exams woutd probably be tougher, and those students taking an 
entire exam (e.g. 4 parts) would probably be at a disadvantage 
to those taking just one or two parts. The CAS has control 
over the former, but probably not the latter. 

One final concern I have is cost. The white paper indicates 
that administrative costs would likely increase under &ES. I 
feel the exams are already too expensive. I would hope that 
the CAS would do everything possible to efficiently administer 
the exams and keep costs reasonable. 

Overall, ic sounds Like a good change. 

3. Here are my comments about the new ELexible exaan structure 
(FES). IfHFwzv:;es in as presented in theory, then I’m 
neutral. , I have the following fears: 

- Will each subpart increase in difficulty year after 
year such that the study time per “whole exam” will 
increase? If so, then it seems travel time will 
increase. 

- Will students taking several parts be at a disadvantage 
against those who specialize on one at a time? If so, 
then it seems all will start to specialize and travel 
time will increase. 

Concerning the goals, is education really that high of a 
prioricy? Obviously, I haven’t taken but halE the exams 
so maybe the higher exams do help for our job here. But so 
Ear, the exams appear to be mostly a filtering process. 
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COMMENTS FROM STUDENTS RE PROPOSED FLEXIBLE EXAMINATION SYSTEH: 

4. Hy main concern is travel time to fellowship. I can’t believe 
that this won’t increase your time to obtain fellowship. I 
also believe the person who wants to pass all of say Part 5 
will Likely be at a disadvantage with the student who’s only 
caking the first part. If I thought thev were going to 

- 
segment the exam and be more standam 
t&y asked, I’d pm-,ZF OK;-- 

NS 
If they_offer the exams 

three times a year versus two, how soon wiJJ we get the - 
results? -. A%?&BZZe regrst ration is due for the next exam? 

‘WFLthej really segment the exams and not add more material? 

Bottom line is they want to control supply - and the exams are 
already doing a good job of that. 

5. The first few years under the FES would probably work as 
expected. The exams would be more focused and students would 
gain a better understanding of each topic. But, eventually 
the original intent would be Lost, and there would become 20 
exams that take 20 years to pass. The difficulty and Length of 
each exam would gradually increase and the percent of students 
passing each exam would again become 25-3032. This will not 
make it easier to get through the exams. I am definitely 
opposed to this! 

i,. I am against splitting the current exam system into the F’ES. 
The following are my concerns: 

1) The travel time would be increased. 

2) Splitting the exams and adding material without deleting 
any material would add to study time. 

3) I do not like the possibility (ultimately) OE 20 four 
hour exams. . ..~_ &. CC~LJ-$ 

pus%- 6 
).-.&in-L %J- A-L 

taken with actuaries who work on reserves only. 

5) Five to ten questions on an exam would not be a good 
representation of ability to understand the material. 
This would have a tendency to push exam scores closer 
together. 
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COMMENTS FROM STUDENTS RE PROPOSED FLEXIBLE EXAMINATION SYSTEM: 

7. This concept can only increase the amount of time that will be 
required to prepare for each exam; a&, more than likely, the 
amount of time required to pass the exams. 

The FES adds a requirement oE minimum proficiency in each 
piece ofTexam. This is a greater requirement than at 
present. In addition, fracturing the exams into pieces will 
Easter more specialization to “pass” each part. Consider Part 
7 - if the exam is split into a Reserving Exam and an Annual 
Stacemenc Exam, we will have to compete separately against 
actuaries who do reserving as their function and against 
acruaries who put together the annual statement. This will be 
much cougher than competing against the same actuaries on both 
pieces combined. Thus, because of actuarial specialization, 
the knowledge necessary to pass individual pieces of an exam 
will increase. seedless to say, the actuary who takes borh 
parts of the Part 7 exam will need to know considerably more 
detail to pass the exam than is necessary now. 

The greatest danger in the FES program is what happens in the 
Euture. As the pieces become more competitive, the exams will 
need to be expanded in scope, derail, or Length. Each piece 
will become an exam requiring suEficient study to preclude 
adequate pteparat ion Ear another piece. Isn’t this breaking 
up of exams the way new exams are born? 

If the CAS wants to improve the education of the actuary, this 
will do it. The cost will be greater travel time, regardless 
of what the committee may say. Let’s be honest, CAS, this new 
program will make it cougher to pass each exam and require 
more time to do it. 

8. If administered veil, ic appears that the pros and cons were 
fairly well itemized. 

There appears to be recognition expressed in the White Paper 
that, generally, more “study time” will be required of the 
student - this even under the premise that the exams are not 
made more “difficult” as they become more focused. That would 
seem to necessarily translate into more “travel time”. I’m 
possibly inEluenced somewhat by my personal standing, but I 
don’t see that the pros presented oucweight the cons. 

Additionally, two general areas are not being given proper 
consideration, in my opinion. The two are, admittedly, 
related. 
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COMMENTS FROM STUDENTS P.E PROPOSED FLEXIBLE EXAMINATION SYSTEM: 

(Conc’d) 8. (A) SPECIALIZATION - even if those persons administering 
the exams in the future understand and implement the 
intentions underlying the current thinking and the 
change to FES, the FES approach must Lead to 
specialization. Each part (subpart) is destined to 
eventually have some people (students) who are 
concentrating heavily on chat part (only). Given 
the competition and minimum standards, that must 
lead to a similar type of competition as we have 
now, but: for 20-30 exams (subparts) instead of ten. 
The white paper does not leave me to believe that 
this is anyone’s intention, although perhaps it is. 

(B) Each exam (subpart) would become 15-20 questions and 
be tested for 60-90 minutes. Professional educators 
will tell you (and it should come as no surprise to 
any of us) that the fewer areas that are explored on 
an exam, the more random the results can become. 
They don’t say it that way, but what they mean, e.g. 
is that in giving a final exam, if you ask 100 
questions and test for 5 hours, you vi11 do a better 
job of ranking students than if you ask 10 questions 
and test for 30 minutes. AC the extreme, if you ask 
only one true/false question, the “best” student 
might happen to miss that topic, or he/she might 
punch a rj on the calculator vrong , and come up with 
the wrong answer and a FAILING grade. The “worst” 
student might get Lucky and you might hit the one 
area he/she knows. 

On balance, I cannot possibly imagine that the subdivision 
into parts could be a good thing. 

9. I just have one main question about all of this: Is the CAS 
more concerned about the quality of background of the on- 
board Fellows or the Fellows-in-process? If the concern is 
unly about those in process, perhaps the splitting of exams 
makes some sense in theory. In actual practice, however, a 
battery of tests makes more sense since a s “thesis is what 
is required on the job. Perhaps one battehsociate, 
and a second for Fellow. 

If, on the other hand! the concern is for on-board Fellows, 
continuing education in some form is the answer. The true 
scholar constantly upgrades his/her knowledge. Others who 
consider the exam process a means to an end vi11 probably 
not upgrade themselves. With time, they become out of dare. 
To my mind, conrinung education ought to be considered. 
Realistically, though, the continuing education concept 
won’t catch on because the on-board Fellows as a whole would 
never agree to it. 

All things considered, people who finish the exam series 
today have a more broad knowledge of the actuarial 
profession than those who finished 25 years ago. To split 
the exams into smaller parts has the potential to achieve 
greater knowledge in more areas, but it is questionable if 
the finshed product would be any better at synthesizing 
information than finishers of the current exam series. I 
think attention ought to be directed to making the current 
exams more valid and standardized, and to establishing a 
meaningful continuing education policy. 
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